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SUIv_,_RY
A 38.1 mm (1.5 inch) diameter l{ydresil TM Compliant Surface Air l,ubric;ll_,d
Journal Bearing was designed and tested to ,Jbtain b¢,.lring performaric_,
characteristics at both room temperature and 315°C (600°F). Testin_ wa.
performed at various speeds up to 60,000 rpm with varying loa,ls. A maximum
steady state bearing load of 1.75 x 105 N/m 2 (25.4 psi) at 315°C (600°F)
was obtained during the text program.
The program objectives centered around two phases of testing. The first
test phase was conducted at room temperature for the purpose of obtaining
direct film characteristics. To achieve this objective, a unique method
of instrumentation was designed, fabricated and tested by Mechanical
Technology Incorporated to measure directly the minimum film thickness
value and film thickness profile in the compJiant surface bearing. The
measurement system utilized specially fabricated capacitance proximity probes
mounted in the rotating journal surface. The electrical signal was obtained
from the rotating shaft using an adaptation of a conventional brush and
slip ring assembly. Testing was conducted on test bearings with an L/D = 1
and L/D = 1/2 at two bearing clearances each, at a variety of speeds and
loads. The experimental data has been compared with predicted minimum
film thickness values for an L/D = oo bearing obtained using an existing
computer program which is based on a one-dimensional analysis. Minimum
film thickness values as a Function of load are presented in dimensionless
form as a series of curves which allow approximate finite bearing factors
to be obtained.
The rotating sensors provided an opportunity to examine the film characteristics
of the compliant surface bearing. In addition to providin_ minimum film
thickness values and profiles, many other insights into bearing operation
were gained such as the influence of bearing fabrication accuracy and the
influence of smooth foil deflection between the bumps.
ix
L. LNTRODUCTI ON
This report describes _art 1 of a technology program p(,rf,,rmed for the
NASA Lewis Research Center for tile development of hydrodynamic air
lubricated compliant journal bearings for an automoclve gas turbine
engine. Part I of the program focused on adwmcing compLim_t surface
journal bearing technology by providing design information through an
experimental and analytical effort. Part il of the program, which is
currently in progress, will. inw_stigatc and test materials and coatings
for compliant, surf'_ce bearings and journals suitable for operation [n
a 537 ° - 648°C (I000 ° - [20001; ) unvironment.
The rotating fil.m measurement system was designed by Leo l{oogenboom
of the Measurement Science Section of MTI. Fabrication of the
components for the measurement sensors and their installation into
the test shafts were performed by Robert Moss of MTI. William Miller
of MTI's Fluid Film Tribology Section assisted in the analytical
correlation of the film thickness test data.
BACKGROUND AND APPLICATION
The U.S. Energy Research and Development Agency is currently funding
the development of an automotive gas turbine engine that will meet
propesed Federal emission standards and demonstrate improved fuel
economy over a comparable internal, combustion engine. To enable future
automotive gas turbine engines to achieve the performance requirem_,nts,
tile engine must be compact, operate at high rotational speeds, uti-
lize high turbine gas temperatures,and be cost competitive. The high
turbine gas temperatures will impose temperature requirements _',__urbinc
end support bearings that will eliminate the practical use of oil lubri-
cated support b_aring systems in these areas. The hydrodynamic air
lubricated compliant journal bearing is a l.ikely candidate to fill tili._
rcqt,irement, l'oLcntially, tile ¢'ompl iant air lubricated b,'aring ,,I l cr.'_
th,' follo_ing adwmtages:
I ltigher cycle operating t_.mpcratures.
• t:!i::;inat[on o17 oil rcqutrt, mcnts _,nd limitations.
• Creater accommodat]unof Lherllla[ diskorL[olls_ assembly var[aLions,
itlld dyuallliC shaft IllO[ |on hi, elitist, t)f bt, arill}; colnpl[/tllCe.
lit'dated fricl, iol/a[ power loss.
Reduced rotor n(}ise.
• Lower bearint; costs.
Under a separate contract (ERDA/Chrysler 68-01-0459-7,3) MT1 has designed,
fabricated, and tested a Hydresil TM air lubricated compliant journal
bearing for the A-926 Upgraded Chrysler/ERDA Automotive Gas Turbine l;nghle.
The bearing is being used at tile drive turbine end of the gas genL, rator
and is subjected to a temperature range of -34°C (-30°F) to +275°(; (525=F).
The program reported here was performed to advance Lhe technology of
compliant surface ..airlubricated bearings and to assist i_ the design aud
application of bearing systems for the automotive gas turbine engine.
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
_le basic objective of this program was to conduct a fundamental study
of air lubricated compliant journal bearings in a combined precise test
rig measurement and analytical effort. Specific program objectives
included:
• blodification of an existing blTI owned test facility to program
requirements.
• Design and fabrication of a llydresii compliant surface journal
bearing.
• Design and fabrication of a rotating capacitance sensor system for
obtaining direct film measurements.
• 1'eating of the journal bearing over a range of speeds up to
60,000 rpm and loads up to 2.1 x 106N/m 2 (30 ps[) as measured on the
bearing projected area for Lilt' purpose of obtaining bearing pt, r-
formallce charackt_ristics to include : bearing fil.ln characteristics,
bearing cool [llg a.ir requirements, aiid bear[np power ](_ss.
• Analy:si.:; ,)f CXl_crtmenl.al test data and correlati.n with t,xi.sting
infinite width bearing theory,
Im .......
"..,.
A ,_|gniftc:mt portion of the prod, rain includ_,d the dt,_ign, fabrJcatiml, Jn-
,_taltatlm;_ nnd te,qtillg of the :qensur system u,'led t_ obtaii_ the dir_,c't lil.ln
nl_,a._urtHlletlt_. It _._ believed Limt thi:; work r_q_re._,nts thu first t ime
thaL direct f[J.m Inetlstlr_lllellt,_ u[ a eompl J_Illt ,_urJac_ b_'ar.I.ll_ have, l)_ell
obtained at speeds typical of turbomachinury that woul_d utllize the compllant
s ur fac_._ bearillg,
The test program was designed to obtaill experimental data lhaL could be used
to correct an extst:tng infinlte length bearing, theory for side luaka_.,e
effects and to t:on,,;truct design charts to assist [n the design of rotor
bearing systems t-hat would utilize the compliant surface benring.
Testing was conducted at 3!5°C (600°F) bearing temperature to determine
bearing cooling air flow r,_:quirements and to investigate the influence of
thermal distortions on bearing performance. The film thickness dnta was
obtained at room temperature conditions.
[l. I_XI.STI"',,¢,STATEOFCOblPI,iANTBFARJN(;Dd_ALYSIS
The liydresll tent bearings used :in thts pr,.,gram were designed urilizln_:
exisLing /,IT[ ¢Uli|putur p"ograms, A d_taiJud dc:4cript Icm of tht :malysi_,
t.ogeLhur with the .Iourllai B,mriqg ('oniputer Prograul IIYDPd.; is given i.n
Rel[erencc [_/.j. ]'lie pFo_raill i._ WF[ktell for t/Sv oI1 Llll, (;1': Hark f1 Ti.Inc
Shari.ng S y,,_ l=em,
The followi.ng discussion de._crJbe8 the assumptiurl._; and highlight._; of t. ile
one dimensional analysis and includes the design curves gellerakcd /or the
test bearing and an example of the computer input and output.
ONE-DIMENSiO_ AL HYDRESIL JOURNAI. BEARING ANALYRY.q
A schematic showing Lhu geometry end the ceordinate system used in the
analysis is given in Figure 1]-I. A load, W, is applied to, the test
bearing causing it to displace a distance, e. The shaft is rotating
at speed, ,_.,and has a radius, R. The bearing casing is rigid and
cents:ins an elastic bump foil covered by a smooth top toil.
Under _'ero load, the clearance between the shaft and a .seated [oil wou]d
be, C. The minimum film thickness for a rigid bearing under ]u.,d w_.,aid
thus bu C-e. This is not the case for -l Hydre:iil bearing because tile foils
;ire free: to deflect alia t}l_2 f.i_.l.m th'icknesq can he substantLi.,_ily larger tilat_
g-e and in fact e c_m, for _'ufffcien_.i.y compliant tx:lrings_ be considerably
greater than C.
The two modes c_f.- dctlections of the f,:-i, ls which have b_een considered in
l.he analysis arc :_i_own schematical.!y Jn the bottom portion _,f Figure Ii-1.
First, the bump foils are free tt_ deferm under load and the de£1ectiun of
k|'ese foi.h,_ will haw- a dominant role in tile bearinF ,_tiffness. Second, tt;c
upper fei.ls can dil, dtlWil Hllder i;re:;.,_ur,., bt![wet_'ll !h,, hhtllp._ t:i.ltlSt, llg _t_roovill}t
I-O tlt'Ctil" which could have iin t'ffcct Oil tilt' film tllJck.,,._i:s,
A nar_o_¢ groove theory [s used iu c'ompui, tt_g tile ettect:_ of grooving on film
thicknes,.i coupled wittl the e.[;.tstic bending th_,o,;y wh_¢'ll dicLates thc extent
to which groovil_g will occur under th,-, hydrodyn-'_mic pressure.
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fulalyses have been performed to predict tile deflection of circular arc
bumps under load applied at their center. These anaJyses include Lhc
effects of tile height, length, and thickness of the bumps and the _ffects
of friction between tile bump foil and tlle housing. The bump deflection
analysis is then coupled with tile top foil analysis which is further coupled
with tile global hydrodynamic analysis to result in the full analysis for a
one-dimensional journal bearing.
All analyses thus far have been performed for a single 360 ° pad rather than
a_l assembly of pads.
Figure 11-2 sho_s as a function of bearing load, tile shaft d_f]t,ction, mii_imum
film thickness, and frictional power loss predicted for tile llydresil test
bearing at 60,000 rpm. The shaft motion shown in the figure represents the
relative radial displacement e between the rotating shaft and the rigid bearing
casing. Figure II-3 is a sample of the input and output dimensional parameters
required by tile Hydresil computer program.
- SPEED: 60,000 RPM
LENGTH: 3B.I mm 0.500 IN.)
DIAMETER'. 38.1 mm (I.500 IN.)
DIAMETRAL CLEARANCE: 0.06:55 rnm (0.0025 IN.)
AIR TEMPERATURE= 600°F
AIR VISCOSITY: 2.98 x I0 -9 N-SEC/CM 2
(4.3?. x I0 "9 LB-SEC/IN. 2)
-- AMBIENT PRESSURE: I ATM (14.7 PSI)
0.125 , . , ,(.005) _
"_ POWER , -
o,oo "',L / ! ' '
(.oo4) I_._
_ ,. t ""_--, _0.075
==_(.oo_) , -- -
SHAFT DEFLECTION /
< 0.050(.002) .... _ / /
/-
MINIMUMFILM '_ /
g o / .J
I
50 O0 50 200
(11.2.) (2?..5) (33.7) (45.0)
BEARING LOAD, N (LB)
9O
(0.12)
g
_o_
60 _-
(o.oe) _
45 _
(0.06) _
30 '_
(0.04) _
25 u.
(0.02)
250
(56.2)
(:_)11_pUlt'l" Pl'_'di_'t_'(l '!'('_;! ,loqrrldl l$l,,ll'|ll)' PL,rt()rt]1;inct.
w -_-- - -v
INPUT
I. LENGTH (!W), 2. DIAM. (IN), 3. BUMF HEIGFIT (IN) ....?1.5,1.5,2oE-2
4. BUMP LENGTH (IN), 5. BUMP F'ITCH (IN), o; BUMP THICK. (IN) ...."?I.4E-I._I.8E-I,4.E-3
7. TAPE THICK. (IN), 8, CLEARANCE (IN), 9. TEMP. (F) =T'4_E-3,1_-25E-3TI.E2
I0. AMB. PRES. (PSI), ii. SPEED (RPM), 12. E/C ::=?I.47EI,4_5E.4,5.1iE""i
Oo
_J_UT
LENGTH (IN) = 1.500000E+00
BUMP LENGTH (IN) := 1,400000E-01
TAPE THICK° (IN'_ = 4,000000E.-03
AMB,. RRES _. (PS.I) = i ,470000E-,_.0!
i OAD (I.F) :. .L°308849E÷01
F'OkIER ."IF'> = 2._2494817].--.02
DIAM_ (IN) :-- 1.500000E+00
BUMP PITCH (IN) :;" I_800000E-01
CLEARA,_CE (IN) ::.: I..250000E-03
SPEED (RPM) = 4.500000E*04
MIN. FILh THICK. (iiii'_)= L,O2871:_3E-03
BUMP HEIGHT (IN) = 2.000000E-02
BUMP THICK, (IN) .... 4.000000E-03
rEMP._ (F) = 1°000000E+02
E/C = 5.000000E-01
ATT. AKPG. (DEG) = 2o409605E_-01
Fig. II-3 Sample Input and Output for Journal Bearing
Computer Program (HYDRE)
i
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III. TEST BEARINGS
SENSOR SYSTEM REFERENCE AIR BEARING
Three self-acting rigid surface bearing designs were considered for the
initial checkout bearing of the rotating sensor system. For each of the
three bearing designs considered, sufficient analytical and experimental
data existed for use in comparing the program test data. The three bearing
designs considered and their limitations were:
• Rigid Surface Plain Sleeve Bearin$ - This type bearing while simple
to fabricate tends to operate in an unstable regime at high ro-
tational speeds.
• Tilting Pad Bearing - Space available for the floating sleeve housing
was limited, and a difficult mechanical design would be required to
incorporate a tilting pad bearing. The high fabrication cost was
another significant factor.
• Spiral Groove - The best high speed performance of this type bearing
is achieved with the grooving on the shaft. If a spiral groove
bearing was to be used, the grooving would have to be placed on tlle
bearing. The high cost involved with grooving the bearing was a
significant factor.
The rigid surface, plain sleeve bearing was selected as the initial sensor
system check-out bearing. This selection was based on the following:
• The bearing could be conveniently adapted to fi_ in the same
floating housing as the compliant test bearing.
• R_liable analytical work was available.
• Initial fabrication cost was low.
The analytical wore o[ A.A. Raimondi [ 3 _ was selected for comparison with the
oxperimental data. RaLmondi's analys[:; was chosen since h[,,inumerical technique
i:_ bolieved t,) be the m_sl. acL'uratu avaiJable for solving Reynold's Equation
for a I [nite 360 ° gas jourual bearing. In addition, his analysis has been
shown to have good agreement with experimental data in the range of ¢ompruss-
ibi[iLy mmlbers anticipated iu the testing. Tht, b_'ati_:_' wa,_ dt':-_i),.t_,d to opor,tt,,
in .l ::l,lb ,, vt,;..,imt, .it :q)v_'ds u l) t_ 1 _,()(]0 rum.
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The bearing was fabricatc.'d of SAE 660 Bronze and installed in the t loafing
sleeve housing with a light press fit prior to fhlal machining _f the hurt.
The bearing bore was lapped to a diameter of 38.1287 mm (1.50113 inches) and
had a total out of roundness of 0.0015 nun (0.00006 inch). The radial b_,ar-
ing clearance with the film thickness measurement shaft was 0.02.13 z_m_
(0.00084 inch).
CO_LIANT SURFACE TEST BEARING
A single pad 360 ° arc design MTI hydresil Journal Bearing, shown in Figure ill-l,
was selected as the compliant surface test bearing. Figure III-2 shows the
basic mechanical design of the bearing. A single pad Hydresil was selected
over the multiple pad design for the following reasons:
• Existing infinitely long bearing analysis programs are based on the
360 ° arc configuration•
• The single pad design has the minimum number of foil interruptions
around the circumference resulting in simplified test data,
• Single pad bearings can be manufactured with greater accuracy and
cons is tency.
• The single pad bearing has a greater load capacity for a given
operating speed.
• The single pad Hydresil bearing is currently in uce in the
Chrysler/ERDA Automotive Gas Turbine.
Test bearings with two L/D ratios were designed using exi:;ting computer
programs for infinite length bearings. The bearing design charact_.r-
istics shown in Figure III-3 were as follows:
Smooth (top) Foil Thickness:
Bump Foil Thickness:
Bt.,lp (;come try :
]engLh
pi t ch
h,.' i gh t
type
0.i.016 mm (0.004 inch)
0.101_ mm (0.004 [nch)
3.5.56 mm (0.140 inch)
4.572 mm (0.180 inch)
0.508 mm (0.020 inch)
p.lrtial arc
]0
_ k - .
L_t_
_IOC)c-I_I _'IDVcT "I _"_ ') -
-- CARTRIDGE SUITABLE FOR
INSERTING IN RIG
BEARING HOUSING
L/D = 1.0 OR
,'_ L/D= .50 _i
i
D= 38.1 mm
(I.5 INCH)
I/I/A V////IA V/
SECTION A-A
ES IN CARTRIDGE
FOR COOLING AIR
THERMOCOUPLES
CLEARANCE
ADJUSTMENT
FROM SHIM
INSERT UNDER
BUMP FOIL
LOAD
i
SHAFT
ROTAT I0 N
+
CLOSE
CIRCUMFERENTIAL
CONFORMITY
A
SPOT WELD ATTACHMENT
THIS END ONLY
t
=1_
Bh
i
Bh = Bump Heigh=
B_ = Bump Length
B = Bump Pitch
tB = Bump Foil Thickness
tT = Top Foil Thickness
F[_. ITI-3 Compliant Bearing Design Details
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Bearing l)[alnetel :
L/D Rat:to :
Dry Film Lubricant (Hohman M-1284):
38.1 mm (1 .500 inch)
[ and I/2
0.005-0.007 nun (0.0002 -
O. 00fYJ inch)
The material used for both the smooth foil and bump foil was [nconel X-750.
The material, obtained in the annealed coudition, ks aged before use at
705°C (1300°F) for 20 hours which results in the following mechanical
properties at room temperature:
0.2% Yield Strength:
Ultimate Tensile Strength:
Endurance Limit (j()8 cycles).
6.55 × 108N/m 2 (95,000 psi)
9.65 x IO_N/m 2 (140,000 psi)
[.38- 2.07 x 108N/m 2
(20-30,000 psi)
Tile bearing _4as mechanically designed to support a 2.07 x 105N/m2(30 ps[)
load. The maximum bump stress associated with this loading was one of the
important factors in the bearing design and was calculated with the use of
tile computer program BUHSTR. Various factors such as foil thickness and
bump geometry could be voried independently in the computer program to
obtain a bump foil design in which the maximum bump strc.ss would not
exceed tile 0.2% yield strength of the I nconei X-750. The maximum bump stress
5 ")
in the test bearing design, calculated at a ]o;td of 2.07 x I0 N/m" (30 psi),
was 6.09 x 108N/m 2 (88,358 psi).
]tie bump foils were formed on a preci:_ion steu•l die utilizing rubber pad
forming tuchnique,'_. Tlw precision die ttIld _i ]ormed foil ar,' ._hm,'n in
Figure Ill-4. This method of formin%, enables an entire bump foil to 1-e
formed in one operati.on and provides the greatest bump unifon:lity and
accuracy. The bump fo_ls were formed with tilt' material in the ;iIlneaJcd
cond [t ion.
11
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Ihtch hump loll u.,wd in a bearing wa:t in,,;pcctpd prior t_ a,';scM)[,v into thc
t'-'.'4t Ilt'.ll'illl_.q, 'l_.4t _ lllcthods weft. ii:,cd IL_ Jll:ipl'cl thc p:lit:+. Tht' btlll} I)
)J,t'OI;lc'[rv wa.'-i t'ilt, ckt, d tl:V,[ll}.{ ,t c:tllilp_il-,t[t)r Wi[[I _l [(IX Ill_lglli| iC;ttil)ll. Thi,<4
pl'Oc't'dtll'e ;allowed tlw liUlllp t) itch_ ll!lll41, h 1 ilrc radius, ;llld }l_'l$-ht l<, bL'
ctlcckt'd. II! addition l tilt, boil;hi of filch btllill) W_lS cht>ckcd /lslnb_ til_'
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following procedure. The bump foil was placed on ;t surface plate with a
paral]el bar weighLng approxlmately .9 k_; (2 pounds) un Lop of it. An
electronic dial Indicator was then used to check the height ol _,ach bump,
The tota.l variation In bump heights was Ie_s than 0.0127 mm (0,00'05 inch)
'l_o thermocouples were attached to the bump foil as shown in Figure I11-2.
The thermocouples were formed by fusing the ends of 0.25 mm (O.OtO inch)
diameter iron-constantan thermocouple wire together to form the junction.
The iron wire of the thermocouple was then spot welded to the bump foil.
leads were carefully brought out of the bearing in a manner to allow com-
plete freedom of dynamic movement of the foil members.
The
The smooth foil was checked for thickness uniformity after heat treatment.
Total variation in thickness was less than 0.0077 mm (0.0003 inch). The
dry film lubricant was applied to the smooth foil after the heat treatment
process by spraying. The coating was cured and then burnished to obtain
the proper thickness.
Each foil wa,_ first formed to conform to the journal diameter then individ-
ually spot welded into the bearing cartridge. The bump and smooth foils are
welded at only one end and are separated by a spacer block.
The internal bearing clearance of a finished bearing is determined by per-
forming a load deflection test on the bearing. A schematic of tht. test
apparatus used to perform this test is shown in Figure Iii-5. Figure liT-6
is a plot of the test data obtained from the load deflectioL test. The
internal clearance of the bearing is defined as the total m_,tion of the
bearing when a 0.9 kg (2 pound) load i,_iapplied first downward then upward.
The bearing clearance is indicated on Figure I_I-6. The 0.9 kg (2 pound)
load vaJue u,';ed roughl.y corresponds to the static load on the buurLng due
to the weight of the bearing housing and load support mech,'mism. This
value is also suflit:ient to seat ti_e foiJs against each other and the
bearing housing.
'rim int,_rnal ell, at;race t'an be wtried in a finished bearing assembly by in-
serling an adjustniu,nt .qhil_l betw_,en the hump t,_il alld bearing cartridgt_
bur,, ;is shown tn Figure 111-2.
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The bearing stiffness is determined from the slope of the cur vu of _haft
motion versus bearing load which is generated from data obtained from the
computer program output. Figure II-2 shows the plot for the program test
bearing which had a stiffness of approximately 1.38 x 108 N/m 2 (20,000 ib/inch).
Bearing stiffness can be varied by changes to the bump foil design character-
istics such as foil thickness and/or bump pitch. Since the majority of tile
bearing compliance in this design is due to a soft bump foil rather than tile
air film, the bearing stiffness will be quite sensitive to the mechanical
characteristics of the bump foil and relatively insensitive to the air film
characteristics.
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TEST RIG DESCRIPTION
An existing bl'l't owned re.st ri F was upgraded and modified to meet ttl,' specific
requirements of this progr,utl. 'rile test rig is shown in Figures !V-I and
IV-2. Figure IV-3 shows the test facility.
The air turbine driwm l_igh speed spindle was supported on two pretoaded
angular contact balk bearings. Both support bearings were standard class 7
bearings supplied by the P,arden Company. The bearing at tlle test end was a
1.071t (35 |nm bore), and ;it the drive turl..ine end a 1051t (25 mm bore). Both
bearings c_mtained bronze retainers.
OiJ for lubrLcating and t:ooling tile supp_,rk ball bearings was supplied
through two oil .iets 150 _ apart at each bearing. "l'ht, i,,ts w_,r,., sized to
produce a .jet vt.,l,_city of aPl_ro>:inlate.ky 20 hl/sec (65 fL/seC) ,It: 4.4 X
r_ 9
[()),N/m _ (04 psig) supply pres.';un.' wttl_ 2.'27 kg/miu (5 ]b/rain) total oil
flow. A water coo.led heal exthanger i.ll kilt.' oil supply ]oop relllt'ved Ileal
irolll the ,_il.
A doublw labyrinth ._eal with t_ressurizet atr supp] led betw¢,en tilt: SegllS
prev_:lltwd the ,_il from tr;lveJing doll tilt: test shaft :into the test bearing
il ]i't' a,
During Lilt' high L_,lup_,r;ltt_re tests, eiFht 500 watt quarLz heater,_ wt_re used
to heat tilt, Lest bt, ariug, A 10 ml (.250 inch) thick blycale "_. 500 di:ik act_,d
i1;4 ;|I1 [ll,qtll/lt:Or ])t'kWk_tHI tilt' quartz Ileatt, r bo× and supp<_rt ImusiuF. ,\
wiltt, r i;wk,'t ill l.h_, ,4uplmrt hou_inF a,_;.qi,';t,,d ill reluovinj, heilL l rom the'
:4t|pp_ll-I b,ll I ht'ilgill_',';,
The drive _tir ,qupply w,u; pr_vidt,d hv _l tllrt,t, :;lage ctqlLril-|2glil ,lir C(llll-
[)FI'Nt;I)F ]l,lVJlly. Ih,' l_ll ]_)14ilt)', Ilh/:{illHl[ll (llllpllI _'}l,lr,'l('tt.ti.'iiic.H:
2O
BEARING TO
SHAFT PROBES
SOLID TEST
(4 PLACES) SHAFT
¢_. SHAFT TO
COOLING
BEARING QUARTZ AIR GROUND PROBES
LOADER HEATER BOX (2 PLACES)
Fig- IV-I Journal Bearing T_,st Rig
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t
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Pressure :
FI ow :
Temperature :
5 ')
3
22.66 m /min (800 ._¢'im)
93.3°C (200°F)
A fixed test speed could be accurately maintained utilizing this compressor
because of its constant pressure output characteristic._.
Rotor balancing was performed on a conventional low speed two plane
"Dynamic Balancer", Model MU-6,manufactured by Micro-Balancing, inc.
Each test shaft was first balanced as a detail while supported on tcf]¢m
vee-blocks.. The rotor was then completely assembled, insta]lcd in the ball
bearing cartridge, and balanced on its own support bearings at 1.750 rpm.
Residual unbalance levels were 0.018 Rm.cm (0.000250 oz.in.) in each of two
planes. The test rig design allowed for the rotor assembly to be installed
into the support housing without disrupting the assembly after balancing.
In addition, the test rig contained provisions to allow MTI Command TM
multiplane multispeed balancing to be performed if required.
Test Journals
The foil test journal was an integral part of the test shaft and was over-
hung to facilitate access to the test bearing and rotating s_nsors. Three
test shafts were fabricated for the program: two to be instrumented with
the rotating sensor system (the rotating sensor system is discussed in
Section V) and one for high temperature testing. The test journal surfaces
on the two shafts that were to be instrumented were initially left uncoated
and relatively soft to enable modifications to be made if required during
installation of the rotating sensor system. The journal surf_ice on the
shaft used for pressure measurements was later coated with a thin hard
chromium alloy by the Electrolizing Company. The test journal surface on
the third shaft, which was to be used for the high temperature testing,
was coated with a plasma sprayed chrome carbide coating. A test shaft
with support bearings and drive turbine is shown in Figure IV-4.
Test Bea ri_s_
The test bearings, which have been previously discussed in Section lI.I,
wer_ mounted with a light press fit in a floating bearing housing.
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Loading of the test bearing was accomplished by applying dead weight through
a knife edge loading parallelogram mounted on the floating bearing housing.
A lead screw, which was threaded into the floating housing, allowed the
axial position of the test bearing to be varied relative to the rotating
sensors installed in the shaft, for obtaining an axial film thickness profile.
Dry filtered cooling air was supplied to the test bearing through three (3)
2.29 mm (.09 inch) diameter holes located at the gap in the smooth foil.
The bearing cooling air line was connected to the floating housing through
a flexible connection to avoid introducing a moment load to the bearing.
During the high temperature tests, two (2) PureFlow air heaters were used
to heat the test bearing cooling air.
_UALITY ASSURANCE
All components used in this test program underwent a quality assurance check
to insure conformity with the applicable drawings. Specific items checked
and recorded include: the physical and chemical characteristics of raw
material; heat treatment procedures; and dimensions_ tolerances, and
finishes. During assembly of the spindle, particular care was taken to
insure that the static runout of the test journal was at the lowest level
possible. Runout checks and residual unbalance level of each assembly were
recorded.
M_ASUKES_NTS AND INSTRUmeNTATION
The success of this program was dependent upon obtaining high quality test
data utilizing both routine and sophisticated measurement methods. The
film measurement systems are discussed in detail in Section V of this report.
Rotor Speed
TM
Rotational speed was measured by an MTI Fotonic Sensor fibre optic probe
which responds to the once per revolution passing of a dark band painted on
the face of the drive turbine. A Monsanto digital frequency counter
Model #103A measured the output of the Fotonic Sensor speed pickup and provided
a continuous digital display of rotor speed.
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Shaft and Test Bearin_ Motion
Radial motions were measured using capacitance type displacement pr_bes. Two
sets of X-Y probes were mounted on the floating bearing housing to mea_;ure
test bearing to shaft motion and one set was mounted on the support housing
to monitor shaft to ground motion. Wayne-Kerr DMIO0 Distant Meters were
used as signal conditioners for the capacitance probes. The output of each
horizontal-vertical pair of probes was displayed on a cathode-ray oscilloscope.
Tektronix Model 503 Oscilloscopes were used and provided a continuous
orbital motion display at each of the three probe locations.
Special high temperature capacitance probes rated to 537_C (lO00°F) were
used during the high temperature testing. The sensitivity of both the
standard and high temperature probes were i00 millivolts/.0254 mm (100
millivolts/. 001 inch).
Test Bearing Load
Test bearing loading was accomplished by applying calibrated commercial
dead weights to the test bearing floating housing. A knife edge parallelo-
gram mechanis_ was used to minimize introducing a moment into the bearing.
Test Temperatures
Temperatures were measured by using thermocouples mount_d at tbc following
locations.
• Two on Test Bearing Bump Foil (see Figure Ill-2)
• *Ambient Chamber
• _'_Floating Heus ing
• Cooling Air at Bearing Inlet
• Cooling Air at FJow _,ter
• Support BuarLng lit1 Inlet and (_utlet
Tile' tw_ tliei'ltitiCOUlllC_ l_Ic_llt'd cnl tilt, it.st heurilig were Type ,1, Ir_ill-(]oll::,t_lll[;lll.
Ol_,. t_i ttlc, st, I.llt'13111Ot't_ilplt'S W_iS dlsl, lciyt,d till till _-Y pitikker_ tlt_ll_stl)ll thtlrii-
plotter ,'lodel 2000, ag;l|nst ,1 til',;e b_._o I rlllct tht, ..;ocol'ld listed et T_,chniqut'
t\:_._ciates i[odt_l 93 potiqltiomiJtt, r tlS tlw r_,_ldc_ut devit:t_'. Tht! rt_militliilg
* l)lirlllg testing ill L{15°C (60D°} " ) only.
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!therrm)couples were Type K, ChromeI-Alumel,,md were recorded _m a Ihmeywe.II
l_U[tipolnt chart re(:order.
'rest Be a r Cn._L_qLoLIl n__AL_
A sLandard Fisher-Porter fl_}wlneter was used Lo mt'asur,_ ti}e total coo[illg
air flow entering the test bearing. The flowmeter is calibrated by the
manufacturer at 1 atmosphere (14.7 psia) and 20_C (68°I;). A c_rrecL[,,m
factor is apptied Lo the reading based (m the actual air pressure and
temperature at the flowmeter.
Bearin_ Frictional Power Loss
The mechanical arrangement selected for tile frictional torque measurement
and dead weight loading of tile bearing is shown [n Figure LV-I. The
floating housing is restrained from rotation by two fle.xures in tlle vertical
plane through the bearing centerlil,e. Bearing friction torque which causes
deflection of tile flexures is measured with two capacitance probes and read
with a digital voltmeter. ]Mo flexures at positions J80 ° apart were used to
reduce the effect of lateral (horizontal) mot/on of the floatLng bearing
housing on tile torque measurement. Tile range of the displacement probes
used in the torque sensing system was 0.254 mm (0.010 inch).
Data Acquisition Equipment Calibration
All ,4quipment used for the acquisition of test data was calibrated at the
start of tile test program. The equipment is periodically--_h_c._ked to
insure its accuracy, stability, and repeatability at intervals recommended
by the equipment's manufc, cturer. The fallawing is a discus',_ian cf the
calibration procedures used:
• Film Thickness and Pressure Sensors - The calibration procedures
used for these special sens:)rs is discussed in Se<'tiau V.
• _C:l_aciti_n£'e L)_lnc_I!lentidr_,.bes - Art stand;,rd and high t:emperature
cilpac[tallt't, probes were cdlibl',lLt!d ill it standard Ill[CI'OII!_'L¢2r t_.._St
stand. Total accuracy of the probe and capacitance meter system
is rated at 0.00254 mm ('.}.000l inch).
• J_g,lrtlLg_i['_rgU e -Tilt' capac itlulc_, pr_d_es u.'_ed in thv torque measuring
system wt, rt, l ir,,_l calibrated using the method ,iust described then
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installed in tl|e Lest rig. l,;;tch fl.exure wtl_ cgllibr,,t_,d iNdividu,llly
by t_ttiit'hlug _t li_,,ht ,'ikeel wire t,_ the l lL_:,.,_r_, I_J the, I,_ldi.),, ,ll_,,l.
The wir(e w/is then guided lluriz_mt;_l ly to alld OVt'l" ,1 l)t'l I,' 5' till b;lll
be;lrings tt_ Wllel'e l. he wire c_uld b¢' dropped verticallly. Wt, i};ht:;
were then hung froln the wire ,rod tile l)rObe t)tltpuL vect_rth_d. A
cgllJ_bration curvt, for catch flexttr,., waJs genel-ated. 'l'hi:_ c;ll [br;ltioi_
w_ls v;tl id onl.y for tile room tt_Inl.>eratt, re L,_sts,
• Cool_ins Air FJow - 'l:he calibration supplied by tilt, manufacturer _,f
tile flow IlleLer was used. The (:orrection curves tlsed for _'t)l'l'teCt[ll}_
air flow based on at:tua.], air temperature alld pressure _t tile fl{)w
meter were also supplied by the manufacturer.
• C_acitance l,leters -The Wayne-Kerr cap_lcitance mt_tel*s arc checked
at 6 month intervals with a standard capacitor, referenced to the
National Bureau of Standards, for linearity trod sensitivity.
• Oscilloscopes - Nscitloscopes are checked at 6 month intervals for
voltage and time base accuracy. Accuracy of woltage was + 2% of
range _md time base + 3% of range.
• Vo.lta2u£ Calibration - A voltmeter relerenced to the National Bureau
of Standards is maintained for the purpose of calibration of
meters and oscilloscopes. Accuracy of vo.ltmeters used in the test
program was i 0.05% of range _+ I digit.
• Thermocouple Readout - Potet:t£ometers are calibr;ited using a
referenced millivolt meter ant! are then used to calibrate the multi-
point chart recorders. Accuracy of th,- potentiometers used w¢_s
+ 0.2% of range and the ch¢irt recorc!er was + 2.2°C (4°I:).
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V. FILM MEASUREMENT TECIINIC_UE
INTRODUCTION
A number of sensor measurement systems* were considered for use in obtaining
direct film measurements in the compliant: surface bearing and are discussed
later in this section. Tile capacitance system which was selected utilized a
unique adaptation of tile standard proximity probe modified to be conveniently
mounted in a rotating journal and a brush and slip ring assembly for obtaining
the electrical signal from the rotating shaft. The film thickness sensor
c_msisted of a 3.25 mm (0. 128 inch) dinmeter probe that continuously measured
the distatlce between the probe tip and the smooth foil el the it.st bearing.
The pressure sensor consisted of a diaphragm supported by a flanged tube which
covered a 2.083 nun (0.082 inch) diameter probe. This sensor continuously
measured the distance between the probe tip and the diaphragm, sensing diaphragm
deflections caused by pressure variations in the film. The probes are shown
in Figure V-I.
Two shafts were instrum_xted each containing =wo similar type probes. The
sensors were designed to be mechanically stable at 60,000 RPM at which point
the center electrode was subjected to approximately 60,000 "gls", and to opvrate
in a temperature range of 24°C - 55°C (750F to 1300F). Figure V-2 shows the
rotating sensor system and slip ring assembly.
SELECTION OF ROTATING CAPACITANCE SYSTEM
'I_o locations for the placement of nhe sensors were considered; a rotating sensor
in the journal or an embedded stationary sensor in the foil bearing assembly.
The rotating sensor arrangement was selected for the following reasons:
• Obtains a compleLe film trace around the bearing•
• Does not affect the local stiffness, damping, or mass characteristics
of the foil.
• ()tie :;en:;t_l- C_IIa .qc;In several axial positions by moving the bearing axially
along the icutn,ll.
* In this rep_J*C, 'v,'_elh'iOl'" refers to the entire rotating system and "probe"
refers to the actual t:apacitance proximity probe which is only a part of the
rotating system.
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Fig. V-2 Rotating Sensors and Slip Ring Assembly
Three Lypes of sensor systems were examined for use In this application.
• Wayne-Kerr capacitance proximity system
• Fotenic sensor fiber ._[_I_c pr_:.;imity _;v:_t..m
• Inductive sensor with fer.'ite core
A comparative study of the characteristics of each type of system and con-
sideration of methods for obtaining the signal from the rotating shaft led
to the selection of a capacitance proximity system with a metal-fiber
brush slip ring. Reasons for this selection included:
• Capacitance systems meet the accuracy requirements with the lowest
overall noise to signal ratio.
• Capacitance systems have the best resolution.
• The foil surface condition will have the minimum influence on the
accuracy of the clearance measurements.
• The capacitance system assembly can be designed to prevent mechanical
shifting of the probe in the high "g" operating environment.
• A capacitance system is the least difficult to calibrate from a
linearity stand point.
• The same type of probe can be used for both film thickness and
pressure measurements.
• The fundemental slip ring design and manufacturin_ problems have been
solved in similiar commercial applications.
The selection of the capacitance sensor and the metal-fiber brush slip ring
proved to be an excellent choice since the film thickness measurement system
was proven during the testing phase of this program to be accurate, rc[iabl_,,
and extremely durable.
Appendices A and B contain a detailed discussion of ti_ procedurt_s l_s_,d to
fabricate the rotating sensor system and the brush and slip ring a,._sembly.
CALIBRATION OF SENSORS
Final calibration of the sensors was performed after installation into the
test shaft. The calibration was repeated while the tt'st shaft wa_ in qta]led
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in d:e test rig and after the test shaft hadbeenroLated to _uJ] spued.
During the final calibrationp the electrical signal from the sensorswas
obtained through the brush and slip ring assembly. TheWayne-Kerr,
electrical leads, oscilloscope, and digital voltmeter used for the final
calibration were the samecomponentsusedduring data acquisition. Suf-
ficient calibration trials were performedon eachsensor to assure repeat-
ability. In addition_ periodically throughout the test programcalibration
checkswere performedon the sensors.
A target, machinedto conformto the test shaft radius_ wasmountedto a
micrometerhead, which had beeninstalled in a modified vee-block. The
micrometerusedwasgraduatedin 0.00254nun(0.O00i inch) increments. The
test shaft was then clampedin the vee-block with the target over a probe.
Themicrometerwasmovedin increments of 0.0127mm(0.0005 inch) and the
output voltage from the sensor recorded. Figure V-3 showsthe calibration
curve for the film ti_ickness sensors used. Both sensorswere highly lJL,ear
over the intended range and shawedno changethroughout the test program.
Theoverall error inthe systemis estimated to be at a maximum
With the 0.0127mm(0.005 inch) rangeprobe used this error equates to
+50(-25 _'in.) and consists of the following:
• Noise level of Wayne-KerrDM-IO0;
i myor _ 0.127 _.m (_ 5 _'in.).
• Error in dc voltage peak detector;
+5 +0.635 _+25
-0 mvor -0 _'m (-0 _.in.).
• Error in voltmeter; _ 2 myor _ 0.253 _.m
(+ I0 _'in.).
+i0
millivolts.
-5
+1.27
-0.635 G.m
Error in basic gap calibration: _ 2 mvor _ 0.254 _.m (_ i0 _.in.).
Since each probewas r_,ces_edapproximately 0.038 n_n(0.0015 inch) below the
journal surface, a zero correction voltage had to b_ obtained to comp_,nsate
for the recess. ThecorrL,ction voltage;wasobtained by two similar
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Fig. V-3 Calibr;ition Curve for Fiim Thickness Sensors
methods. The shaft was locked from rotation in the test rig with one probe
located at top dead center. The rigid surface journal bearing, which was
0 0426 mm (0.00168 in.) larger in diameter than the test journal, wa< installed
on the test journal. A downward load_¢as applied to the rigid surface
bearing through the paraL]elogram loading mechanism and the output voltag_ _ from
the sensor re_orded. A point was reached after a relatively light load had
been applied to the bearing after which ar increasing load wou3d not change
the output voltage from the sensor. The procelure was repeated for the second
sensor. The minimum output vol_age recorded for each sensor represented the
recess of the probe and was used as the zero correction voltage for film thick-
ness tests conducted with the rigid surface journal bearing.
The second method used was for obtaining the zero correction voltage for test-
ing with the compliant surface journal bearing. The shaft was again locked
from rotation i_I the test rig with one probe at top dead center. An inconel
smooth foil and bump foil identic_l to the onLs used in the compliant journal
bearing were placed on the test journal over the probe. A rubber pad and
another smooth foil from which a hanger was attached was then placed over the
journal =o give the a_rangement shown in Figure V-4. Weight was added to the
han_er and the output voltage from the sensor recorded. Again a point was
reached after which an increasing load would not change the output voltage.
The procedure was repeated for the second sensor. The minimum output voltag_
recorded for each sensor was used as the zero correction voltage for testing
with the compliant surface bearing.
The difference in the zero correction voltage obtained by _he two methods was
approximately 3.5% of full scale (F.S.= .127mm).
FILM FH_ASUREFLENT DATA AC(_UISITION
The electrical signals from _he rotating sensors were conditioned by Wayne-
Kerr DM-IO0 displacemLmt meters which have a frequency response of i0 Kc/s.
Each meter wa._ con.ect_,d to two read_,u[ dL, vices: _l dual beam Tektronics
OscilLoscope and a digital dc voltmeter. The signal to the dc meter was first
conditioned by a dc voltage peak detector.
I
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The oscilloscope was used to obtain tile complete film profile around the
test bearing. Prior to the start of each test, the dc trace from each sensor
was positioned on the oscilloscope to correspond with the bottom horizontal
grid line. Sufficient load was applied to the test bearing while the trace
was being positioned to ensure contact between the bearing and the shaft
over the probe. The bottom grid line then represented zero film and dis-
placement of the dc level above the bottom grid represented the film thick-
ness in the bearing. A detailed explanation of a typical film thickness
trace is contained in Section VII.
In addition to the minimum film thickness being obtained from the oscillo-
scope trace, it was also obtained utilizing adc voltage peak detector and
digital voltmeter. The same signal that went to the oscilloscope was also
fed to the peak detector. This peak detector, which was fabricated for the
program, detected the minimum de voltage level in the signal and displayed
the dc level on a digital voltmeter. This dc voltage level represented the
minimum distance from the probe tip to the bearing surface. The zero cor-
rection voltage, obtained during the sensor calibration described previously,
was then subtracted from the meter reading and the resulting dc voltage level
represented the minimum film thickness.
This method provided a quick and extremely accurate method of obtaining the
minimum film thickness, and complemented the oscilloscope trace which pro-
vided the actual film profile arouDd the complete foil bearing.
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VI. TEST PROGRAM
The test program was designed to obtain precise experimental data of the
hydrodynamic film characteristics of a compliant surface journal bearing
and to evaluate bearing performance at high bearing temperatures. Specific
test objectives included:
• Film thickness measurements
• Pressure profile measurements
• Bearing cooling air requirements at 315°C (600°F)
• Effects of 315°C (600°F) ambient and bearing temperatures on
bearing performance.
Two bearing LiD ratios were tested to allow comparative data to be obtained
for use in determining effects of L/D ratio on bearing performance (end leakage
effects). Since the existing analyses are based on infinite length theory, it
would have been desirable to test a bearing with an L/D of 2 or 3 which would
closely approximate infinite length bahavior and then use the data to directly
validate the theory and correct it if necessary. However, a bearing of this
configuration would be speed and load limited with the overhung journal
arrangement. A compromise was accepted at the start of the program in favor
of a high speed high load test rig using test bearings with L/D ratios of 1
and 1/2.
FILM TlllCKNESS TESTS
During the first series of tests, the rotor assembly was built utilizing the
test shaft containing the film thickness sensors. Direct film thickness
measurement tests were first conducted with a plain sleeve rigid surface air
bearing. Use of the rigid surface bearing allowed a direct comparison be-
twL_en experimental data and existing analytical work. Since the analysis for
a simple rigid surface gas bearing under the conditions o_ interest can be
considered very reliable, close agreement between theory and test data at
this point provided a check-out of the overall film thickness measuring
apparatus. Testing with the rigid surface bearing was performed at three
(_) spL_cds and varying loads. Only one bearing clearance wa_ tested.
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qThe 38.1 mm (1.5 inch) diameter Hydresil compliant surface bearing described
in Section III was then installed in the test rig and operated at the test
conditions listed below:
Test Bearing Test Speed Test Load
Configuration RPM N
L/D = 1 30,000 8N to maximum load
C = 0.057 mm 45,000
(C = 0.00225 in_ 60,000
L/D = 1 30,000 8N to maximum load
C = 0.0318 mm 45,000 |
(C = 0.00125 in) 55,000
L/D = 1/2 30,000 8N to maximum load
C = 0.057 i:_ 45,000 I
(C = 0.00225 _) 55,000
L/D = 1/2 30,000 8N to maximum load
C = 0.0318 mm 45,000 !
(C = 0.00125 in_ 55_000
Initially, a bearing with an L/D = ! was tested. The bearing clearance
was held constant while the rotational speed and load were independently
varisl. Film thickness test data as a function of load was obtained at
primarily three (3) speeds: 30,000 RPM; 45,000 RPM; and 60,000 RPM. The
clearance in the bearing was changed by tile insertion of a shin into tile
test bearing and the testing repeated. The test bearing was then replaced
with another 38.1 nun (1.5 inch) diameter Hydresil bea_ing with an L/D = 1/2.
The entire test sequence was repeated.
FILM PRESSURE TESTS
Following completion of the film thickness measurement tests, the rotor was
disassembled and rebuilt utilizing the test shaft containing the film
pressure sensors. It was anticipated that the same sequence of tests con-
ducted for the film thickness measurements would be repeated for the film
pressure measurements. However, during ininial testing with the rigid surlace
bearing there were significant differences between the predicted analytical
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!pressures and the pressures being obtained using the rotating pressure sensors.
The maximum test pressure from the pressure sensors was below the unit !oJd[ng
of the bearing. A static pressure probe, 0.33 mm (0.013 inch) in diameter,
was installed in the rigid bearing under the load to obtain pressure data at
one location for comparison with the dana being obtained from the rotating
sensors. Pressure data obtained from the static probe confirmed that the
rotating sensors were not functioning properly and were providing pressure
data below the actual values.
The pressure value discrepa_cy was determined to be caused by the dead air
volume created by the recess of the sensor in the shaft. Although the
recess of the sensor is only 0.0381 m_ (0.0015 inch) below the shaft surface,
it is large compared to the film thickness. The air from the hydrodynamic
film over the sensor must expand to fill the recess, resulting in a local
low pressure area which the pressure sensor measured.
Several attempts to fill the recess were tried, but no solution was found
that would allow meaningful data to be obtained. An alternate sensor system
considered was a solid non-deflecting sensor, such as a quartz crystal
mounted flush with the journal surface. However, because of _rogram limit-
ations this concept was not tested.
HIGH TEMPERATUi_ TESTS
The final series of tests were conducted at elevated ambient and bearing
temperatures using a solid non-instrumented shaft with a hard chrome
carbide journal surface. Testing was conducted on the 38.1 nun (1.5 inch)
diameter }Iydresil bearing with an L/D = 1 and a bearing clearance of
0.0318 mm (0.00125 inch). During these tests the ambient and bearing
temperatures were maintained constan_ at 315°C (600°F) throughout each test.
Cooling air at 205°C (400°F) was supplied to the test bearing. Test speed
and load were varied independently and the quamtlty of cooling air required
to maintain the constant 315°C (600°F) bearing temperature was determined.
It was also the objective of this series of tests to determine the effect of
possible thermal distortions, which may occur at the elevated ambient and
bearing temperatures, on bearing load performance.
Results of the test program are given in SecLion VII.
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v 1I. TA':_S3"_9:S_7.S._N3L_:2 cus s _ON
F-ILM THICKNESS MEASUREMENT TESTING
BASELINE RIGID SURFACE PLAIN SLEEVE BEARING TEST RESULTS
Film thickness measurement tests were first perlormcd on the riFtd
surface plain sleeve bearing for two purposes. It lirsk aJlowed a
preliminary check to be performed on the rotating sensors and slip ring
assembly at relatively low speeds which was not possH) le with the com-
ptiant surface bearing because of the higher lift-off speed. [t also
served as a functional check of the instrumentation system usDlg the
analytical _ork of A. A. Raimondi as a baseline for comparison of the test
data.
Initially, testing was conducted to establish the stability regime of the
rigid test bearing. As anticipated, the bearing was unstable at speeds
above 15,000 rpm and at very light loads at 14,000 rpm.
Tes=ing was conducted at three speeds an&-a-_omparison between the predicted
and tes_ values of the minimum film thickness is presented in Figure VII-I
in non-dimensional form. The largest deviation of the test data from the
analytically predicted values was -17 percent which occurs at the lightest
load tested. The deviation for the remaining seventeen (17) test points
was less than i0 percent of the predicted vhlues, and the average deviation
for the eighteen (18) test points was 6.8 percent, The correlation of
test and analytical data improved with increasing speed and loads. Dur,Lng
tes=ing it became obvious that the load could not be applied exactly
through the axial centerline of the bearing. This resulted inslight axial
cocking of the bearing with respect to the test shaft causing the minimum
film thickness measurements between the two probes to vary.
Figure VII-2 shows the location of the measurement sensors with respect
to the test bearing and ;m explanation oi7 a typical oscilloscope trace.
The attitude angle rt'lerence mark was generated by usinK a Fotontc
Sensor fibre opttr probe to t:_tuse the oSCI.[I, oscope trace to become saturated
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Iprecisely when tile inboard probe was directiy under tile load, in Lb[:_
case, top dead center. By scaling from where the reference mark first
start,_, to where the minimum film thickness occurs, the attltude angle of
Lhu bearing can be determined.
The oscilloscope traces in Figure V].I-3 show the effect of speed on
minimum film thickness and bearing attitude angle at a constant load. ]'he
minimum film thickness value listed with each trace is obtained utilizing
the dc voltage peak detector.
The ac amplitL, de of th_ film profi, le traces should ideally be identical
for both sensor locations at a given test condition. The film thickness
profiles shown in Figure VII-3 exhibit a distinct difference in the ac
amplitude at each of tim two sensor locations for a give:: test condition.
The diffe,.ence was determined to be caused by cocking of the bearing, which
was previously discussed, and a slight taper in the test journal. The
_ournal was lapped to remove the taper prior to the start of testing with
the compliant surSace bearing.
Figure V!I-4 shows the film thickness profile obtained from an oscilloscope
trace plotted on an exp_nded scale. Figure V!l-5 plots the same data on
polar coordinate graph paper and shows the bearing attitude annie and bearing
eccentricity.
COMPLIANT SURFACE JOURaNAL BEARING TESTS
Testing conducted with the compliant surfaca journal bearing utiJizing the
film thickness sensors provided a unique metimd of examining the effect of
various operating ,:onditions and bearing design characteristics on the overall
fluid film. By independently varying test speed, bearing load, bearing clear-
ante, and L/D ratio, the effect on the minimum film thickness value and profile
wa_ directly observed. Selected test data is presented in this section in
tabulated form and as a series of fi.lm thicknes:_ oscilloscope traces.
'I'o better understand the te:_t data, a detailed description of a typical
osci l loscop., trace is given. Figure Vii-0 shows the location of the film
measurement sensors with respect to the test bearing and a schematic of the
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instrumentation used Ln obtaining the film thickness data. All of the
oscilloscope traces shown, unless otherwise stated, represent the film
thickness profile at tile bearing centerlLne. The mLn_mum film thickn_s._;
value listed with each trace is tile value obtained using the de w_Itage
peak detec$or also at the bearing centerline.
Figure VII-7 is a typical film thickness oscilloscope trace for the compliant
surface journal bearing. The bottom horizontal grid line represents zero
film thickness. Each vertical division above the bottom grid line equals
12.7 _.m (500 0-in.) of film thickness. The minimum film thickness for the
trace shown is 4.83 l_-m (190 _-in.). The horizontal scale or time ba:;e was
varied for each test speed. In the trace shown, one shaft revolution
requires 4.6 divisions, so each horizontal division is equal to approximately
80°of shaft rotation.
The gap in the smooth foil of the test bearing was used to reference the trace
to the bearing. When the sensor passes over the gap in the smooth foil, the
distance from the probe tip to the target is much greater than the probe range
causing the probe to become saturated. As a result of this, the trace is
driven off the oscilloscope screen. During all testing, the gap was located
180 ° from the point at which the load was being applied. In the trace shown,
the maximum load is distributed over approximately 80 ° of the bearing.
The internal bearing clearances used in the test program were selected based
on test experience obtained during development work on the Gas Generator
Simulator for the Chrysler/ERDA Upgraded Gas Turbine Engine. The llydresil
bearings that are currently being tested by Chrysler in the Gas Turbine Engine
are being supplied with a radial clearance of 0.031 - 0.038 r_m,(0.00125 -
0.0015 inch). The two clearances tested in this program are considered to be
approximately the tolerance extremes for a 38.1 mm (1.5 inch) diameter Hydresil
bearing operating at the temperature and speed requirements of an automotive gas
turbine eng _r_c.
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Test Results of Con_liant Bearing 'l'_ats
Tabulated test data for selected tests is presented in Tables VII-I
through Vll-7. The complete film thickness lest results are represented
in tile plots of Figures VII-8 through VII-If. These graphs show in
dimensional form tile minimum film flKckness at various loads for the
different test speeds, I+/D ratios_ and bearing clearances tested.
Examination of the tabulated data shows significant differences between
the minimum film thickness values measured at the bearing centeriine by
tile inboard probe and the value obtained from the outboard probe located
6.35 mm (0.250 inch) from the bearing edge.
The primary factor contributing to tile difference in film thickness is
the end leak;Jgc effect in the bearing causing an <ixLai pr('s,_ure gradient
to occur, with tht: tn,_+xin+Lutn pressuru developed at the buaring m[dplane.
}k'cat,su t}iv bearin_ is cotnpJ.[ant, tile foils deform unevvu/v witl, the
]argv.'+t del+[wutiotl _c:curriil K ill tile ar(.ffl Wl:cl*t' the _n.'atest prc:;:_tll-¢ j,'_
deveJ.oped, thereby causitlg an axial variation n tJln: tlli+.h_ess, ,\x[a!
J [].m profilt,s tire shuw_, later tn this section.
A seutmd l,,ctur u_,t;tl-itJuting to thc v/lriatiut_ t_ ;il:_: thi."knt,+::-; i:: ;l:.:i,tt
clicking uf the +.>L.'+tritlg slccw, due to t.he tuitd tlt+t [)_.:ilig atq, l.i_.+j w:.:_tt.tl>.
thruu+,h tile bearing centcrlim,. This el't'ect, first mJi.,icud durit:£ tt,.qt i,++.
wi[li |hc ri+,,i¢l .qllll,.icc })t';ll'[zlg_ [._+ <¢,lls;idcred :+ritull wheti ,.:m_p;_rvd [_, ti3,,
el ft, ct of the ,_:.-i_,l prussurc gl+ad.[upt,
Why minimum filn. thickne:+s wllue ubt:,ined ,'it thv bv:tiin_, cvntt, rlin,+ w_l._
ti._t,d to plot the gr;lph_; at- Pi_;ure._, VI[-8 through VII-it. 'lhi.'_ value was
tJst'd ;i.q _t J:+ ]t_c,itcd ill the regJ.,m where tht. ttiax[r:lum p_-l.'ss:,r,+ is gt'Th'l','l-
t_,d and thcrel<,n, .,+ul+p_rts IIR)St Uf tilt! b,'iiriu._4 Jtl/R / . Ill add[[i,+t,, ;ln_
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ill [}l+' di:_i, ti:_e+lil!l tl<,rti,l{'l (it [h[_.; :<.c [lt,ll.
1'ABLE VII. - l
COMl'l,L,d"L I_ItAI<ING DATA FROM 'I!.;ST # 10]
L/D = 1; L x i_ = 14.6 cm- (2.25 in-)
Bearing Clearance, = 0.057 iron
(0.00225 Ln)
'I'cst Spe¢,d: 30,000 RPb:
'lk, slt 'l'cnH)¢.rature: Room Ambi.cnt
Bearing Load Bearing Temp.
(; O
N Pounds __ C F
18.9 4.25
4[.[ 9.25
63.4 14.25
72.3 L6.25
8I .2 18.25
90.1 20.25
99.0 22.25
107.8 24.25
72. ] _6.25
41 .I 9.25
4.4 [
32 2 90
33.3 92
35.0 95
36. ) 97
36 7 98
37 8 lOO
38 3 [01
37 8 i00
36 1 97
35.0 95
33.3 92
Dynamic
Shaft Orbit
mm inch
<0.005 <0.0002
<0.005 <0.0002
<0.005 --0.0002
<0.005 ":0.0002
•=-0 O0 5 <0.0002
_:0 005 -:0.0002
• :0 005 -:0.0002
<0 005 <0.0002
• .0 005 ._0.0002
<0 005 <0.0002
•:0.005:0. 0002
blinilmm_ Film Thickness
Inboard
_-m t;.- in
9.65 380
7.62 300
7.11 280
6.86 270
6.35 250
5.08 200
5.06 200
4.82 190
6.60 260
7.62 300
il.6d 4bO
13.34 525
10 29 405
7 49 295
5 72 225
5 08 200
4 83 190
4 70 !85
4.45 i75
5.72 225
17.40 460
13.54 730
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]'ABLE V!I - 2
COI._q,IA];T BI_ARIN(; DA'iA I:ROH TEST /l I02
L/D = 1; L x D = 1.4.6 em 2 (2.25 in 2) Test Speed: 45,000 RPM
Bearing Clearance = 0.057 n_ Test Temperature: Room An:!.icnt
(0,00225 in)
Bearing Load
N Pounds
Bearing Temp.
°C o F
4.4 1
18.9 4.25
41.1 9.25
37.8 100
41.,7 107
43.3 110
54.0 12.13
76.2 17.13
98.4 22.13
111.8 25.13
125,1 28.13
142.3 32.0
155.7 35.0
169.0 38.0
182.4 41.0
1.94.0 43.62
20"3,8 45. _j2
142,3 32.0
76,2 17,[3
18,9 4,25
4.4 L
,,. ..;
•,. _,.
-. ':
54.4 130
57.8 136
58.3 !37
47.8 118
44.4 112
40.6 105
40.0 L04
Dynamic Minimum Film Thickness
Shaft Orbit lnboard Outboard
mm inch _-m i_-in iL-m i_-in
0.005 0.0002 22.10 870 26.42 _040
0.005 0.0002 19.56 770 !8.92 745
0.005 0.0002 16.26 640 13.07 550
0.005 0.0002 15.11 595 11.05 435
0.005 0.0002 13.34 525 _.76 345
0.005 0.0002 12.19 480 7.24 285
0.005 0.0002 11.56 455 6.60 260
0.005 0.0002 _[.18 440 6,35 250
0.005 0.0002 !0.03 395 5.84 230
0.005 0.0002 9.53 375 5.46 215
0.005 0.0002 8.64 340 5.46 2{5
0.005 0.0002 8.38 3;0 5.33 210
0.005 0.0002 8.00 315 5.33 210
0.005 0.0002 6.86 270 4.D_ 195
0.005 0.0002 8.89 350 5.08 200
0.005 0.0002 12,19 480 8.84 340
0.005 0.0002 !8.80 740 19.43 765
0.005 0.0002 21.59 850 22.35 880
*-temperature readout equipment was not functioning properly
at these points
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TABLE Vll - 3
COMPLITE_T BEARING I)ATA FROM TEST # 103
2 in 2 )L/D = i; L x D = 14.6 cm (2.25
Bearing Clearance = 0.057 nun
(0.00225 in)
Bearing Load
N Pounds
Dynamic
Bea_ing T_mp. Shaft Orbit
C F mm inch
18.9
41.1
67.2
93.2
L23.7
145.9
159.2
174.3
4.25
9.25
15._0
20.95
27.8
32.8
35.8
39.2
43.3 ii0 0.018 0.0007
46.1 115 0.018 0.0007
49.4 121 0.018 0.0007
53.9 :29 0.018 0.0007
57.8 136 0.018 0.0007
60.0 140 0.018 0.0007
61.1 142 0.018 0.0007
63.3 i46 0.018 0.0007
Test Speed: 60,000 RPM
Tes_ Temperature: Room Ambient
Minimum F iim Th ickne ss
Inboard Outboard
_-m _-in _-m _-in
29.46
23.37
20.19
13.84
12.07
_0 80
9.27
7.87
1160 21.84 860
920 13.34 525
795 10.92 430
545 7.24 285
475 5.84 230
425 5.33 210
365 5.08 200
310 4.45 175
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'fABLE V[l -4
COMPLIANT BEARING DATA l:RObl TEST # 106
2 2
L/D = i; L x D = 14.6 cm (2.25 in )
Bearing Clearance = 0.0318 n_
(0.00125 in)
Test Speed: 30,000 ttPM
'l'est Temperature: Room AmbLent
Bearing Load
N Pounds
Dynamic
Bearing Temp. Shaft Orbit
O
C °F n_n inch
4.4
18.9
41.4
63.4
76.7
9O. I
IO3.4
i16.8
i30.i
143.5
I 1.6.8
76.7
41 .1
18.9
4.4
I 0
4 25
9 25
14 25
17 25
20 25
23.25
26.25
29.25
32.25
26.25
17.25
9.25
4.25
1.0
28.9 84
30.6 87
31.1 88
33.3 92
32.8 91
33.9 93
35.0 95
35.6 96
35.0 95
36.7 98
35.6 96
35.0 95
34.4 94
33.3 92
32.8 9[
<0 005 <0.0002
<0 005 <0.0002
<0 005 <_ 0002
<0 005 -0 0002
<0 005 <0 0002
<0 005 <0 0002
<0 005 <0 0002
<O 005 <0 0002
<0 005 0 0002
<0 005 <0 0002
<0 005 <0 0902
<0 005 <0 0002
<0 005 <O 0002
• .0 005 <0 0002
<0 005 <0 0002
Minimum F i im Thic kne s s
Inboard Outboard
[3.97 550 ].8.42
13.21 520 _5.88
12.45 490 13.72
9.27 365 7.24
8.26 325 6.10
7.75 305 5.72
6.73 265 5.33
6.35 250 5.46
6.[0 240 5.21
5.59 220 5.08
6.60 260 5.33
8.38 330 5.21
12.57 495 10.80
12.83 505 15.75
13.84 545 18.92
}2- in
725
625
540
285
240
225
210
215
205
200
210
205
425
620
745
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'IABLE VLL - 5
COMPLIJ_NT BEARING DATA FROM TEST _ 107
on, 2L/D = l; L x D = 14.6 ( 2.25 in 2)
Bearing Clearance = 0.0318 =n
(0.00125 in)
Test Speed: 45,000 RPM
Test "iempera_ure: Room _nbiunt
Bearing Load
N Pounds
4.4 1.0
18.9 4.25
41..4 9.25
66.0 14.85
86.5 19.45
].08.8 24.45
122.1 27.45
135.4 30.45
148.8 33.45
163.0 36.65
178,2 40.05
1_1.5 43.05
20O.4 45.05
178.2 40.05
148.8 33.45
108.8 24.45
86.5 19.45
52.7 11.85
18.9 4.25
4.4 ].0
Dynamic
Bearin_ Temp. Shaft Orbit
C F nun inch
Minimum Film Thickness
Inboard Outboard
_. D-m _-[n _-m l_-in
37.8 I00 0.005
40.6 105 0.005
43.3 Ii0 0.005
45.0 113 0.005
47.2 117 0.005
48.3 119 0.005
48.9 120 0.005
50.6 123 0.005
51.7 125 0.005
53.3 128 0.005
53.3 t28 0.008
56.7 134 0.008
56.7 134 0.008
54.4 130 0.008
53.9 129 0.005
52.2 126 0.005
50 122 0.005
50 122 0.005
47.2 117 0.005
46.1 115 0.005
0.0002 19.56 770 18.54 730
0.0002 15.49 610 [6.00 630
0.0002 13.59 535 12.19 480
0.0002 11.56 455 9.02 355
0.0002 10.41 410 7.11 280
0.0002 9.27 365 6.35 250
0.0002 8.64 340 6.10 240
0.0002 8.13 320 5.97 235
0.0002 7.37 290 5.33 210
0.0002 6.22 245 4.06 160
0.0003 5.21 205 4.0_ 160
0.0003 4.45 175 3.81 150
0.0003 4.32 170 3.81 150
0.0003 5.72 225 3.94 [55
0.0002 8.00 315 5.46 215
0.0002 9.65 380 6.35 250
0.0002 10.54 415 7.11 280
0.0002 12.07 475 10.41 410
0.0002 15.62 615 15.88 625
0.0002 17.02 670 18.92 745
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TABLEVii " 6
COMPLIANT BEARIN(; DATA FROH 'lEST {l 108
Lib =I; L x D = 14.6 cm 2 (2.25 in 2) Test
Bearing Clearance = 0.0318 Test
(0.00125 in)
Sl_ecd: 55,5000 RP',q
Tempernture: _'oom Ambi_mt
Bearing Load Bearing Temp.
N Pounds °C OF
Dynamic
Shaft OrbiL
Irun inch .... ,a-m.
18.9 4.25 44.4 112
57.2 12.85 47.8 i18
79.4 17.85 ---D0_0 122
106.9 24.05 51.7 125
129.2 29.05 54.4 130
i42.5 32.05 55.6 132
155.9 35.05 56.1 133
169.3 38.05 56.7 134
185.2 41.65 62.2 144
i98.6 44.65 63.3 146
0.008 0.0003
O.OtO 0.0004
0.010 0.0004
0.013 0.0005
0.0t3 0.0005
0.013 0.0005
0.013 0.0005
0.013 0.0005
0.0t3 O.0005
0.013 D.0005
bli n tmum Fi hn Th ic kne :; _;
Inboard Outboard
>-in !_-m _-[n
20.96 825 10.67 425
[6.38 645 8.!3 340
14.76 660 7.49 295
[3.97 550 6.22 245
12.83 505 5.46 215
10.67 420 4.19 165
10.03 395 5.59 220
9.78 385 4.95 195
8.76 345 4.70 !85
8.13 320 4.32 170
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TABLE VII - 7
COMPLIANT BEARINL_ oATA FROM TEST # 112
2 in 2 )L/D = ,_; L x D = 7.25 cm (1.125
Bearing Clearance = 0.0318 mm
(0.00125 in)
Test Speed: 45,000 RPM
Test Temperature' Room /_Ibient
4.4
18.9
28.7
37.6
46.5
55.4
64.2
Bearing Bearing Dynamic
Load Temp. Shaft Orbit
O O
pounds C F rmn inch
1.0 41.7 [07 0.008 0.0003
4.25 45.6 ]!4 0.008 0.0003
6.45 46.1 115 0.008 0.0003
8.45 47.2 117 0.008 0.0003
10.45 48.9 120 0.008 0.0003
12.45 50.0 122 0.008 0.0003
!4.45 _2.2 !26 0.008 0.0003
Minimum Film 'I'hickne:_s
Outboard
_-m _- in
6.99 275
5.97 235
5.33 210
5.08 200
4.32 170
3.94 155
3.56 140
Center Inboard
i,-m _-in >-m ,_-in
10.92 430 5,84 230
8.26 325 5.08 200
0.48 255 4.83 190
_.V8 235 4.45 175
5.21 205 4.06 160
5.33 210 3.81 150
5.08 200 3.43 135
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Discussion of Compliant Bearing Test Results
Testing was to be conducted at three speeds: 30,000 rpm; 45,000 rpm; and
60,000 rpm. Although testing was conducted at 60,000 rpm, and data ob-
tained at this speed, the majority of the high speed test darn was ,,bta[n_.d
at 55,000 rpm. The dynamic shaft orbit diameter increased frcml 0.0076 mm
(0.0003 inch) to 0.0178 mm (0.0007 inch) when the shaft spc'ed wlls imrt.:_s,.d
from 55,000 rpm to 60,000 rpm. This increase in dynamic shaft mc_t ion wa._
enough to cause some small motion of the bearing cartridge nnd }_,,us[ng
which restllted in multiple traces of the film thickness profile _,u thc os-
cilloscope. This motion, altheugh very small, did hinder obtaining clear
film profile traces at the 60,000 rpm speed condition.
Utilization of the rotating fihu thickness sensors provided a unique method
of examining the effect of design and operating param_.ters cmth,-' film
thickness profile of the Itydresi.l Compliant Bearing. The film profiles
for the compliant bearing, ,nLike the symmetrical trace of tho rigid sleeve
bearing, _ ntain many non-uniform characteristics, some of which c;ln:l_t
yet he completely explained. The following sections cont:lin a d[scussicm
of wlrious film profile traces that have beon selected to show the of feet
of various desi_4n and test parameters.
.c_v_,_<,,___,_r i±, t j,C<,_r! _,, !, ,_r_,._<,<h,:_n_;,__,f..v,,<.3_<,r:,
Durin_ this test prod, ram, tw_ bearing design p_ramvters wvr<, v;_ri,,d,
benrln_, vlearnnce ;lnd bc.iiring l./t) ratio. F[gurt. V[1-12 sh_>w.q th<. _.tlt.ct
of chanaing bearing clc,;tr;lncc, while, maintainin}_ all _,tht,r tt.:_t ctulditi_,i_.q
const;mt. Thw basic princil_le th<lt improved cimf,_rlnitv [}t, twt.t.:l b_.,lring
and i_mrnal incrt,,lst, s load i_c.rfo, m..mce applies to the c_mpliant !_,aring.
"I'_lt' .qlllill]t'r clt';ir;lll,'t' in,'Ft,_lses bt,,lrillg conformity, tht,refore, lo/_d
c.'lpacitv _r film thicknoss at a };iv_.n set ,_f test t'(ltld[ti(ins _,,t>llt.r;ll]'/
[lll.rt.gl!gt.s w[tll d,.crea:_in$,_ cloar/mct,. Detail_,d t,xamin;ttion oi rill film th[c!.-
llt'.'4.q '_,'>;[ dglt,| :;h,_w!_ th/l{ I/lrj, l'r lllillilDtlm film thicknt.s_ V/|]llc'S _#t_rt , tlt_{iii[it,d
:,'[tit tilt' .'-imgillt'r lit'illill;,' ,.]l,/irilllt't, for ;Ill lt'sl ,'t}llditilll/>i t'.v_'t+,pt _nt,.
]'lf-llll,+Itl.2 '. I il;'.', thlckilt,..+.q {<.>_( d<lt,i for the I,ID =: I t)l,;.irlllt_" /It 4i,(1()(} rpnl was
.<1 i:,;!lt Iv l/ll'i'+<'r l_lr thc (,,_;{ t_l.lirinj_ with th<' lilrl, l,r tl<,.irllll; clt,,ll'gi!lc<..
Nt_ t'Xl'lgi'l;tt [<'tl l,lr thi.<4 t'+lll l+t! _lven /it thl:+ t:lmt.,.
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REPI{O1)UCIIilI,ITY OF THE
,,)I{IGINAI, PAGI,; IS P()¢_1¢
L/D= I
TEST SPEED: 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 6.2x104N/m 2
(9 PSI)
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS: 7.75/_ m
(505/_ IN.)
C: 0.0,_18 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
A
B
L/D= I
TEST SPEED: 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 6.2 x I04 N/m 2
(9 PSI)
MINIMUM FILM.
THICKNESS: 5.08/_m
(200_ IN.)
C: 0.0572 mm
(0.00225 IN.)
• ,,_ !-
Figure VII-13 shows the effect of two L/D ratios. At the same test
conditions, the minimum film thickness value for the L/D = 1 bearing is
approximately twice the value for the L/D -- 1/2. All the data shows a
substantial redsction in bearing load capacity for the !/D = 1/2 bearing
compared to the L/D = 1 bearing. This can be attributed to the L/D -- 1/2
bearing being "all edge" and end leakage becoming more significant in its
effect on bearing performance.
An axial profile of the minimum film thickness value was obtained for the
L/D = i test bearing. The film thickness profile and minimum value was
obtained at 3/175 mm (0.125 in) increments between the bearing centerline
and 1.65 mm (0.065 inch) from the bearing edge. An accurate trace could
not be obtained at the bearing edge as the guard electrode and center
electrode of the capacitance probe sensor must both be inside the edge of
the smooth foil. The profile and value obtained from the sensor are at the
centerline of the sensor. Figure VII-14 shows the film thickness profile
at four (4) axial positions and the axial profile of the minimum film
thickness.
_%n objective of the film thickness measurement testing was to obtain data
that would assist in improving the load performance capability of the compliant
surface journal bearing. Fxamination of _he film thickness traces show _hat
in the loaded region of the trace, a low amplitude sine wave pattern appears.
As the load is increased, the amplitude of the pattern increases. The cause
of this pattern is attributed to the smooth foil "dipping" between the con-
volutions in the bump foil. Figure VII-15 shows a schematic of the smooth
foil "dipping between the bumps and the period of the sine wave trace corres-
ponding to the pitch of the bumps. Also included are two oscilloscope traces
which show the "dipping" and the variation in the amount due to bearing loading.
Shown in Figure VII-16 are two oscilloacope traces obtained at the same test
conditions; Trace A is at the bearing centerline and Tra_e B is obtained
6.$_ mm (0.25 inch) from the bearing edge. The "dipping" is very prominent
in Trace A, but ca,mot be distinguished in Trace B. This comparison shows
that pressure generated by the bearing is substantially different at the
two points, and the bearing load is being predominately carried by a narrow
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inlll nlllllli!mll Ill ,llm!!!llt, itm/Ii iiqii#iiJnn ll]l//llmll nl
BJlI IUWUlImMNaKn IKInml muj lnnl
LID - I LID " 112
TEST SPEED'45,000 RPM TEST SPEED" 4,5,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 6.78 xl04 N/m 2 TEST LOAD" 6.54× 104N/m 2
(9.83 PSi) (9,5 PSi)
MINIMUM FILM MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS' 10.16/J.m THICKNESS"
(400/_ IN.)
0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
C: C:
5.2Fm
(205 F IN. )
0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
:"i.:. 'i-: : _'_, !!: ,_." ',. :",'_,',._ _h,';,'!:'.: !:: "" ., :r!"- :. :,
POSITION _1 POSITION #2
_mlkl--_ K11111mlm_--i
Immmmii,lmm nlmmm|_mrJkll
mmm|.IRmm ®m!mmmma]m,!
Ltmmmmmmm_mmm_,ml=mmlmmmlmmmm!
POSITION #3
I/D= I
TEST LOAD: 2.8 x I04N/m
(4.1 PSI)
2
POSITION #4
TEST SPEED: 50,000 RPM
C: 0.0:518 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
GO
_bJ
_z 12
_g
0
-,_1 #2 #3
i
I
I I l
BEARING -_ 6,350 '"-
r
EDGE , mm i
(0.250 IN.)
_4
i
&
BEARING
Z
600 _ _
D2
400 _ ,z
--0
200 _z_
0
f _ ,i',
,, SMOOTHFOIL
IDEFLECTION
I
_ I CONVOLUTION{I I
"27 CONVOLUTIONS/BEARING
I CONVOLUTION = 13.3 °
OSCILLOSCOPE TRACE
I CYCLE =-' 8 DIV.
I DIV. = 45 °
I CONVOLUTION 7.3 DIV,
L/D= I
TEST SPEED: 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 2.826 x 104. N/m::'
{4.1 PSI}
C: 0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
MINIMAL SMOOTH FOIL
DEFLECTION UNDER LOAD
L/D: I
TEST SPEED: 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: I.II x I05 N/m 2
{16.1 PSI}
C: 0.0518 mm
(0,00125 IN.)
SMOOTH FOIL OEFLECTION
UNDER LOAD APPROXIMATELY
3.81 /_. m (150 _. IN.} PEAK-TO-
PEAK
_,, 1 t ,
• , .,! ,_,'1 -1:t!, ,,t!: T:" _ '. !,..: ',. " i,,n
{}9
........................... - ...... m ' "= --
iINBOARD PROBE AT
BEARING CENTERLINE
I
A
OUTBOARD PROBE AT
6.:55 mm (.25 INCH)
FROM BEARING EDGE
B
L/D= 1
TEST SPEED: 50,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 9.24 x 104 N/m 2
(15.4 PSI)
C: 0.057 mm
(.00225 INCH)
t't.l'iPl{()llir('ll',ll,IT'_" _,_ I 1_
'QRIGIX'AI. J'.';{;l f !._,,i
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band in tile center of the bearing. The "dipping" of the smooth foil between
tile bumps was shown anal.ytically in Reference [2] to be detrimental to
bearing operation in that the more flexible the smootlt foil, tile smaller the
predicted minimum film thickness. The axial grooves formed by tile "dipping"
can b _ seen to provide a source of escupe for the air which would tend tu
diminish the buildup of hydrodynamic pressure. The film thickness profilL'
_races reveal that the "dipping" is significantly more than anticipated in
the design analysis and does affect tlle load capacity of the bearing.
The amount of smooth foil deflection can be controlled by varying bearing
design parameters such as bump geometry or smooth foil thickness. Decreasing
the bump pitch will reduce smooth foil deflection, however, the bearing
stiffness and damping characteristics will also change. Increasing smooth
foil thickness again will r,-!uce "dipping", but will decrease bearing con-
formability and compliance.
The program schedule did not allow cxtensiw_ testing to be conducted to
c:.:p_rilnentally determine, the' amount ot increased load _apac[ty that could
be obtained by minimizing Snlt_oth foil deflection. One test was however
conducted. A bearing was fabrtcated with the bump foil [nvertl:d as shown
in Fdj,.ure VII-17. This al.lowed the_ smooth foil to be supported over a
1.02 mm (O.O40 inch) wide flat rather than at u line and ctfecti,.,_.ly
decrea,'_ed the unsupported span of the smooth foil. During testing with
the convwntiollal tl,.'dresil, the muximum stt:ady state load capaci!v obtained
at 43,U00 rpm was 1.4 x lO>N/tn" (20.'_ p,_;i). Further ;ltk_lnpts it) ill{:l'uast'
the .]oad rl, sultt, d in it high speed rub. Utilizing the hearth,- with the
fnw. rLcd bump foil, ;t l_ad oI l..b5 x IOSN/m (24.0 psi) wits _,bt,|tnt,d I,rtor
to a high spc.t,d rub o,',.urring. Also ailown [n t:igurc VI.I-17 i,*.; it typ[c,.tl
L}sciJ.loscop_, tr_.ac_: ,,btain,_d during te,_;t, ing with the ln_difit,d |_e;tl-ing. Ill
tht" l,}ildwd F__'p, iOll, tilt' trilt'__' shOWs it mini.lnlll illltOUllt t}f ,';mot_th l,,[I "dip-
pin,v" ,rod , .ibits a d_ffert,llt W.lVe form than tilt. c<mvt, tltionliI b,'arin_;:_.
_'il_' WgtVc I(_ri:l rt,.,it, nlblL,._; Lilt, ,_cht!nldtit' sll_,wF1 bt'lc,w tht. _'_{'i []osc{,p_, tlatc.
'dtti lw illv,,rtin,v _hc bump l_,il <lid ill this {'it,'it, [llt'rt'i|i4t' the be_lrinF
I,,.id ,,,il,,,, it\., it l:hlV h,lvt' ,l/lit'l" t'flt't'[:_ t[I,lt llligh[, t)t' dt'tr[lllt'Ill/ll to
tu, rl:l,,I b_'._lil_:; ._p,'l._t i<,n. It did ,-;h_w Ju_wt'v,..r, lh,t¢ minil_;izi i;; :-;m_,lh
loi! dt;,pi!_, ',.t t:;d il:, r_ _:,<. i,t tl-iti._, ],,.id i ,lili_, it,,.
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ilil|li||
BUMP FOIL INVERTED
L/D=I
TEST SPEED=45,000 RPM
TEST LOAD= I..3×105 N/m 2
(18.9 PSI)
/
F[q. v[r-t7 ;{vd r_,_ [ ! [;wur_,_,d BurTm r_;i ]
C[ljnl_',,.'._ _ill f_J l+ltl t [, [c [_.nc:+..; _,1t l,.' _L.t+ t.L,s I. p ;_FjljI_I_CI_:q
Test sp_,cd and Iond vJcrc var it_.d in Lit,.. program re) d,_,tCl-lll[ilt, Lilt, 1.1 l(,,.:t:+;
t)ll lllillll!llIl',/ l iII:l Lhicl':ll,.'s,'i, |hlrillg _2nvh t_'st, the' _+pccd was Ilminiaint,d
I'Oll:ikilllk ;illd the' I_;ltl illCI'ensL_d Ill ,'41Ilill] iI1('rClll_211tS, l"igur,.'s VII-IS _IIId
VII-19 :+[i_+w ll_.: _:icill_,:i¢',_l)U ll'il¢:L,:i o[)[;lill_.'d ,It LllC same apL_,,.'d lot khr_,c
dil fcrcnk load conditions for the I,/D = 1 and L/D _: 1/',2' tent: bearings.
£nclTe;ls__,d load dec'reas¢'d the film thickness in aLL cu:;es.
One of kite basic a¢lvanlage.-_ of Cite ¢'omplLant bearing is its ability to
dcl+lec[ under load and conform t_ the ]our,ml. This feature allows the
Io;td to b_, distributed over a relatively large area giving the compliant bearing
gr,.,atcr load capa,.:i tv than u rigid .surface b_2;,ring. 'ilw o:¢cilloscop_..
traces shown in Figure2 VII-IS illustrate tl_e load b_.,ing distributed _v_r
u larger ar_+a with inc.r__,ased load. in Trace A the bearing is lightly
loaded and the 1,,:td support region, whici_ coincides with the minimum film
thicktwss, is appl'O:':[lll;ltclv 25 ¢ (]_ div = '_, 50 °) of [lie bearing, The bearin_
is heavily loaded in ]'race C and the load support region has increased
to approximately 85 ° of the bearing.
An expanded plot of a typical film thickness trace for the compliant sur-
face bearing is shown in Figure VII-20. A comparison of Figure VII-20
with Figure V]+I-4, which is a similar plot for the rigid surface plain
sleeve bearing, illustrates the vast difference in the load support
region of the two bearings.
Figure VII-21 is a polar plot of the film thickness profile for the compliant
test bearing. Indicated on the plot at PositionQis the start of tile loose
end of the smooth foil. At PositionQa "hump" appears. This "hump" is
believed _o be caused by the end o_ both the bump atxd smcoth foiJs not being
properly _ormed to the bearing diameter. Forming techniques now used produce a
straight section at the end of the smooth foil which is believed to be the
cause. Examination of bearings that have been tested, both in this program and
others, show distinct pol tshinF of thd dry fi+lm [n this area. The region of
ninimum _ilm thickness _hich cncompasse:+ 80 ° of the bearing is shown at Position
G The appro::imatc lucaLion of the last support bump is indicated at Position
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:l'r¢;i',:Ar, I'A¢;F, IS l'_l'h_'
LID =1
TEST SPEED: 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 3.03×103 N/m 2
(.44 PSI)
A
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS:
,
13.97 _ m
(550 _ IN.)
0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN. )
L/D =I
TEST SPEED' 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD" 8.04× 104 N/m 2
(11.67 PSI)
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS 6.:55Fm
(250 _ IN.)
C 0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
B
C
7,3
L/D = I
TEST SPEED: 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD'. 9.86 x104 N /m
(14.:5 PSI)
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS' 5.59# m
(220 #. IN.)
C' 0.0318 mm
10.00125 IN.)
,j•
2
L/D = I/2
TEST SPEED'. 45,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 6.13×I0 _ Nlm 2
(.89 PSI)
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS. 10.67 _m
(420 F IN.)
C: 0.0318 mm
(.00125 IN.)
A
Ill'iliI II Illr_'llnl
I1111',IIIiiiiii,III
8
I{P_Pt{()f)[,"C[f3l[,ll! (H,' Till.;
Oi{IG.LN'A,LPAGE 15 l'UuR
L/D = I/2
TEST SPEED' 45,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 5.85 × 104 N/m 2
(5.56 PSi)
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS:
C:
6.99 Fm
(275 F IN.)
0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
_tnnlalr_'uUl
11111 II,Ii
IIii
L/D = I/2
TEST SPEED"
TEST LOAD:
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS:
C
45,000 RPM
8.85 x 10 4 N/m 2
(12.84 PSI)
4.83_m
(190 H. IN.)
0.0318 mm
(0.00125 INCH )
C
: ., •
m,A
I
__ _5,,,[ _
.O4
.02
.01
0
[
180 °
LOAD
! SHAFT SPEED: 30,000 RPM
t BEARING LOAD: 9.24 x 10 4 N/m 2(,13.4 PSI )
[ BEARING CLEARANCE: .0318 mm
1.00125 INCH)
.006
\
90 180 270 360
OO5
004 -1-0
Z
d
ILl
Z
.003
0
T
I--
.002 -J
001
ANGULAR LOCATION, DEGREES
!'ix. X'}I-..?(I E:.:_and,,d Pio[ ,,f }"iim Thi,'km,s_ Pr_,Fil_,, Compl i;}:lt Surf:we }_c._ri:_.c
.... L
220 °
140 _
230 °
130 °
210 ° 200 ° 190°
150 ° 160° 170 ° 180 °
TE;T SPEEDI 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD" 9.24 x 104 N/m 2
( 15.4 PSI)
x BEARING CLEARANCE:
0.0138 mm
(.00125 INCH)
240 °
120 °', /I "250 ° /
I I 0°I" _- /'
26ool /
/
i00o, _-..... /l I ....
!
I I
270 ° , t
90 ° : ,
260 °
80 °
290 ° \
70 ° ',
/
300 ° "X
60° LOCA'II'ION OF LAST
SUPPORT _UMP
310 ° ",
50 °
I .
// OF FOiL @
330 ° 340 ° 350 °
30 ° 20 ° I0 °
I _ ......... _0 4 m m
REGION OF MIN.'/"
FILM THICKNESS
170 ° 160 ° 150 °
190° 200 ° 210°
0 o
I140
220 °
"- 130 °
230 °
\
,, 120°
(0.0016 IN. ) 240 °
t
/
\/_ \/
./
l START OF LOOSE " ".
END OF FOIL /"
\, .-/ k
GAP IN SMOOTH FOIL '_
x,
I0 ° 20 ° 30 °
3.30 ° 340 ° 350 °
II0 °
250 °
I00 °
260 °
90 °
270 °
80 °
280 °
70 o
290 °
60 °
300 °
50 °
310 °
40 °
320 °
Fi R . VII-21 Polar Plot of F!Im Thickne,_s l'rofile, Compliant
Sur f,.'t, l_t,ari n_
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Tile smooth foil is welded to a spacer block which is 0.23 ,ran(.009 inch)
smaller in height than the bump foil. 'Filesharp change in the film prolile
between Positions@and@is due to tile height difference between the bump
foil sad spacer block. The gap in the smooth foil which is ,quiv,l_nt t,, tin,.
bump pitch, 13 °, [s located at Position@ Comparing Figure V1 [-21 with
Figure VII-5 again illustrates the vast difference in fLlm profiles o_ compliant
and rigid surface bearings.
Bearing load capacity or minimum film thickness increases w:ith increasing speed
at a constant load. Figure VII-22 shows the oscilloscope traces for the film
thickness profile obtained for three speeds at a constant load. At almost all
test points, film thickness increased with increased speed. The test points
obaained at high loads at 60,000 rpm with the L/D -- i, C = 0.057 mm (0.00225 inch)
test bearing had approximately the same film thickness values as those obtained
with the same bearing at the 45,000 rpm speed condition. This was believed to be
caused by the increased shaft motion which occured at 60,000 rpm. The increased
shaft mouJon, which wa._ discussed earlier in this section, was thought to be
adding dynamic loads to the bearing. In the subsequent testing sequences, the
maximum test speed was 55,000 rpm and, in all cases, the minimum film thickness
value increased with increased speed. Increased rotor speed at constant load
also varies l;he internal size of the bearing. Figure VII-23 is a polar plot
showing the film thickness profile for the three speeds _ a constant load.
The plots indicate that as speed increases the ihternal bearing size increases.
The Lest bparing attitude angiu w,'ls ubtaJ_led utii izing [hL' oscil losc_,p_, tract.
of the film thickness profile. Angular orientation of the. o,_cill_lsc_,pe Irate.
t_, the, bearing was made by felt,renting the disc_mtinuit_ in the t. racc t,_ Lilt.,
gap hl the smooth foil which was located 180 ° from the, point wh,,re the, Ic_ad
wa._ bt. ing applied. The attitude anglt, is defined as till' angle, b...twt,,n ell_.
l,_.ld line i_l{ld tile }illL' l_t.:twec[1 the Iilt!arttlg alld .il_/IrlliI[ centers. [:_in_ lilt,
os, [ll,,.,_,.,,p, traces tilt, attitude ilnglt, wits sc,ll,,d as tilt, allglt, ht'lwL'tql tilt.
l,,.ld liuc .Ind tilt. midpt_in! of the rt, Fion wht, rt. tilt. Illilli111'dlll l_lm thickll,,s,-
'_C,'III': _. ,l>; :;Ih'Wll ill I"ijDirt. _.'l 1-;7,'÷. T/lblt. Vl 1-8 j,'_ ,| .-;lll!lll//lr%,' ol ill [il. lld_. ill]_,,It.b
,q_l,I ilh'd. 'l'[h':;t' ,It t [tthIt' ,tll).,lt':_ dl't' COll._idc'F,lblv lt'q.'_ Ill. Ill ill ri_,,id ,_ll-l.h',,
be,l; !ll!'s.
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L/D= I
TEST SPEED: 30,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 4,34 x 104 N/m 2
(6.3 PSI)
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS'
C:
9•27/_ m
( 365 __ IN •)
0.0318 rnm
(0.00125 IN.)
A
B
L/D= I
TEST SPEED: 45,000 RPM
TEST LOAD: 4.34x 104 N/m 2
(6.3 PSI)
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS •
C •
11.56/_ m
(455 _ IN.)
0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
LID = I
TEST SPEED: 55,000 RPM
TEST LOAD' 4.34 x104N/m2
(6.3 PSI)
C
MINIMUM FILM
THICKNESS'
,
16.38 /_ m
(645_ IN.)
0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN.)
i • ¸ . _ ...:,' ! ,:_,
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A
210" :?00" 190° 1700 160 ° 150 °
150 ° 160" 170* 180= 190° 200° 2 I0 =
220 o
140 ° 140 o
220 =
230 G
130 ° 130"
230 °
240 o
1200
2500
I10 °
260 o
IO0 =
270 °
90 ©
280'
290 ©
300 °
60 o
310 •
320 •
40 °
120 °
240"
I10"
250 °
I00 =
260 °
90 °
270"
80 °
280"
70 °
290 °
60 °
300 °
50 °
5100
40 °
320 °
3300 340 ° 350 ° 0 o i0 o 200 30 o
30 ° 20 ° I0* 350 ° 34(_ 330 °
Fig. Vll-2}
I'(_l;_r I'l_t Showing Effect of Sl,et,d (}n Internal
Six,., or (:ompl. im_t Siirl;ict, Bemiring
8O
L/D=I
TEST SPEED=30,OOORPM
TEST LOAD= 3.03x 103 N/m
(.44 PSI)
LOAD IS APPLIED AT 0 °
I CYCLE=4.6DIV=360 °
I DIV = 80 °
NOTE " VERTICAL SCALE
ON THIS TRACE
ONLY, I DIV-O.O254mm
(0.001 in)
i
_ MIDPOINT OF REGION
OF MINIMUM FILM THICKNESS
I
_-- REGION OF MINIMUM
' FILM THICKNESS
_--- 8a= 3 DIV = 25 °
_ . m J_
TABI,E V[[ - 8
TABUI,ATED DATA FOR BEARING ATTITIIDF. ANGI,E
L/D = I; I, x I)= 14.6 ,:m2 (2.25 in 2)
Bearing C learancu: 0.0318 mm
(0.00125 inch)
Tust Sp,.ed: As Indicnl_,d
Tc'._L Tuml)(,r;lture: Ro()m Ambi_,nl
Bearing Load
pounds
Speed
rpm
4.4 1.0 30
41.1 9.25 30
63.4 1.4.25 30
90.1 20.25 30
116.8 26.25 30,
142.3 32.0 30,
000
000
000
000
000
000
[8.9 4.25 45,000
63.4 14.25 45,000
98.3 22.1 45,000
135.4 30.45 45)000
163.0 36.65 45,000
18.9 4.25 55,000
63.4 14.25 55,000
107.0 24.05 55,000
142.3 32.05 55,000
]69.0 38.0 55,000
Attitude Angle
d e g_r !.'_c__............
25
20
18
13
12
25
22
18
15
]4
28
25
22
17
15
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Influence of bearin$ accuracy on performance
The nature of the compliant surface bearing does not allow for an accurate
dimensional inspection to be made after tile bearing is fabricated. Com-
componerlts which make up the bearing such as bump and smooth foils and bear-
ing cartridge are inspected prior to assembly, but a certain amount of art
is still involved in the assembly procedure. Because of the small air
film, minor discrepancies in the bearing can have a significant influence
on performance. Normally, the discrepancies would not be noticed unless
maximum bearing performance was sought. However, the rotating sensor sys-
tem allowed bearing discrepancies to be readily noticed__
Trace A in Figure Vll-2_-shows tile film thickness profile of a bearing
which did not have a typical film thickness profile. The bearing operated
normally under light loads and would have been considered a serviceable
bearing had it not been for the film thickness trace. Close inspection
o_ the bearing after running revealed that the bump foil had not prop=rly
conformed to the bearing cartridge creating a local high spot at Point #i
shown on the trace. The bearing also contained a clearance adjustment
shim which was installed too close to tile spacer block creating another
irregularzty in the bearing at Point #2. Trace B in Figure VII-25 shows
the resulting film thickness profile when the loose end of the _mooth
foil is not properly formed. In this bearing, the loose end had a smaller
radius than the bearing and air was drawn in under the smooth foil causing
the very end of the smooth foil to contact the shaft. In another case,
an irregular film profile was obtained which could not be completely
explained as shown in Trace C of Figure VII-25.
The resulus of these tests indicate fabrication accuracy may be a potential
problem with the compliant surface bearing for high performance applications
such as the automotiw_ gas turbine. Insights gained through this program,
such as proper couform[ty o[ the smooth fo[i in the inlet region_ have
allowed advances to h- ::lad_'[n eliminating this problem. It is also felt
that wtth suffici_,nt to_:[[ng, of the type that would be required for volume
productiotl, proper and consistL.nt forming of the foils con be accomplished and
accur,_tt_ bt_arings can bc fabricated.
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Foil exciLat[on by. cooli_1_ aLr
Shown [L_ Figure VII-26 is an oscilloscope trace of thl, film thickn_,s_
profile for a lightly loaded test bearing, iq this tc,st_ a larger than
normal flow of cooling air was introduced to the bearing. As the air
entered the bearing_ it excited the free end of the smooth foil causing
it to vibrate and produce a audible high frequency pitch. Although the_e
was no noticeable effect on bearing operation, if operation continued under thL.sc
conditions, the smooth foil could have eventually failed under high cycle
fatigue. The problem corrected itself when either the load was increased or the
cooling air flow wa,.; reduced to the normal level.
This test illustrates the importance of properly designing the cooling air
supply system. A discussion of various methods for supplying cooling air to the
bearing is contained later in this section.
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I_gl'}t< )I)UCII;]I.ITY ()P '1'11t_
,pI+IIji",_AI, I'A<;I': [+"';I'<)<H¢,
EXCITATION OF FREE END OF TOP FOIL
BY COOLING AIR SUPPLY
'." 1+ :" "_ . : :" ""' :': :' ' :: '.-. --- : ': :
:,:::t',,' !, :+': : :": _:.', .:" ,
II I(;ll TI",MPI".RATtlRI'; TI. iTS
The final serie.< of tesL._ were conducted ;it an ;|lnblont ;llld be;lri.nj,
tellll)er;lttll'e Of 315"(: (600°F). Thes,- testa were Colldut:l-ed to llle_Lsur_.
tilt' bearing Ct-)¢)llllg ;l[r fJ¢)w requirements and to deterlllille tile elfect
of possibJ.e thermal distort ton on be;tring perforlnance, l"¢Jr the tt,:;t:;,
a solid llon-instrulnented test shaft with a pla:;lua _prayt.d __}lr_Hllt'
carbide coak[llg oil the test .]ourlml surlTace was to be utiiized. At ter
initial testing, the chrollle carbide was removed l roln the te.'_t .]m,r,lal
for reasons discussed J.ater in this section, slid ;_n uncoated wrout.ht
steel Lest journal was used.
The testh_g was conducted as follows: the test bearing he, using tempera-
Lure w_'s mqintained coast;mr throughout the test at 315°C (600°i:); tile
test bearing cooJing air temperature was maintained constant at 205°C
(400°F): and the test bearing temperature, which was measured on the
back of the bump foi.l, was n|;tintained constant at 3.[5°C (60001: ) by
varying the qu;ultiLy of coo.Ling ai.r supplied to the Lest bearing. Wh[_e
Inil[llLa[nlllg a conskallt test speed the l);2aring load was increast.d.
'l'cmperatures we:re ;21 Lowed to st_bilize, ;rod ad.iustlnents were llladt' to
the ct)oJ.ill,_,, a i.r flow to Ina[lltit[n tilt: constant test bearing telnperature.
Testing was conducted at three (3) speeds: 30,000 rpm; 39,a00 rpm;
and 45,000 rpm.
Temperatures ._e!ected were chosen to be Iepresel_t_ltivc of telnperatures
antic.il_ated in ;"" aut:onlot[vc gas tul'b[ne engine.
RES[71.TS FOR I.:I.I.;VATI.:I) TEHPERAT[!RE T].;STI N(;
"]'t.st data It)r .qelected elevated telnperaturt., tests ;ire, S}l¢_Wll [I] tabulated
I_,rr, l tn Tables VIi-9 thr_mgh VtI-I.}. The c_nlplete bearing cooling, air
flow test data is prest,nted in the j;raph of Fi};urt, Vll-27. }"i},ure V11-28
i._ ,t tN'p[citl [l'il_'t' _I tile tt_:ik l_enring Lt-'Iilperature, which sh¢_ws it was
;:_aintained tel,it ivelv COllSttllll thr_ml,lmut tile tt'sLin>,. The legit poJtlts
ll,,Iod ,',.l'l_.:;p,_lld I,, tilL' te::t ¢'¢lnd_tJOllS tat)t, late,l in Tables VII-II) and
\'II-II.
'lilt filial test cem¢iltct.,.,d at tht_ 3i5°C (000°l ,') tenlper_|ture was f_,r the
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TABLEVII-9
COMPLIANTBEARIN(;DATAFROMq'EST11219
2
I,/D-- 1; l,Xl)= 14.6 c,n 2 (2.25 in. )
8earing Clear, into: 0.03[8 mm
(0.00125 in.)
'l'e.q t Spt.ed : 5{I,(1{1_1 RI'bl
Test Tempt.r;_turt.: 315.6°(:
(hOt)°}, ")
Bearing Load
N lh
Floating T,est
Housing Bearing
Temp. Temp.
°C °F °C °F
8.9 2
17.8 4
40.0 9
62.3 14
89.0 20
111.2 25
312 8
316 7
317 2
321 7
320 0
310 b
595
602
603
611
608
591
320.0
321.1
321.1
323.3
321.1
318.3
Bearing CooI ing
Cool [ng Air Flow
Air Temp.
°C _F__kg/min. I b./rain.
608 210.0 410
_i0 21.2.2 414
610 212.8 415
614 213.3 416
61(I 207.2 405
605 202.8 397
0 041 0.092
0 042 0. 094
0 042 0. 094
0 043 0.096
0 044 0.09_'
0 (}46 0. [03
8
d
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T.tbl,, VI l-l_J
COMJ'J, IA/q'L' BI.f_.I,_£_;C- bA'IA J-lL()t.l 'J'EST # 220
2 2
L/I) = I; L x I) = [4.b cm (2.25 in )
B_aring Cl_arancu: 0.0318 rmn
(0.00[25 in)
'l'ust. Sp_ed: 39,000 ICPM
kJ
'J'est 'l'ernperaLur_: 315.6 C
(000°F)
Te s L:
Po i n t:
I"ig. V[I-28
F loaf ing 'l'est
llousin_, Bearing
I:ear:.ing Load Temp. Temp.
N ib °C OF °C OF
©
®
®
®
®
®
®
8.9 2 3L5.0 599 321.1 610
31.1 7 315.-0----599 319.4 607
53.4 12 320.6 609 321.[ 6[0
75.6 17 318.3 605 319.4 607
97.9 22 316.7 602 319.4 607
120.1 27 317.8 604 319.4 607
142.3 32 321.1 610 323.3 614
Bearing
Cool in 3 Coo ling
Air Temp. Air Flow
O o
C F kN/min Ib/min
204.4 400 0.043 0.096
205.6 402 0.044 0.098
206.7 404 0.046 0. 103
2-0-3_3 398 0. 048 00105
203.9 399 0. 049 0. 107
206.7 404 0.051 0.113
207.2 405 0.053 0.117
f
[
r
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Table Vl [-II
COm,1.IAN'I'BLA_d_VSA_ii-_'i_OM'r_s'r # 220
2 2
I/D = i; L x D = [4.6 cm (2.25 Ln )
Bearing Clearance: 0.0318 [mn
(0.00125 in)
Test Speed: 45,000 RI'M
()
'l'e:;t Temperature: 315.6 C
0
(6O0 J")
Test
Point
FiR. VII-28
Floating
llousing
Bearing Load Temp.
O O
N ib C F
Test
Bearing
Temp.
0 0
I F
Bearing
Cooling Cooling
Air Temp. Air Flo'_
O O
C F kg/min lb/min
®
®
@
®
@
@
@
@
8.9 2 315.6 600
31.1 7 317.2 603
53.4 12 315.6 600
75.6 [7 313.3 596
97.9 22 313.9 597
120.] 27 313.9 597
142.3 32 313.9 597
]64.5 37 311.7 593
321.1 610 210.0 410 0.053 O.116
322.8 613 208.3 407 0.053 0.]16
321.1 610 203.9 399 0.054 0.118
322.2 612 208.9 408 0.058 0.[28
322.8 613 206.1 403 0.059 0.]30
322.8 613 204.4 400 0,059 0.130
322.8 613 204.4 400 0.069 0.154
322.8 613 209.4 409 0.077 0.171
r .-
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.08
.06
°
.04
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LID = I
C = 0.0318 mm
(0.00125 IN. )
AMBIENT TEMP.: 315°C(600°F)
I I (400°F) ,_F"_
o 50,000 RPM TEST POINTS
o 59,000 RPM TEST POINTS
45,000 RPM TEST POINTS
5O
Fig. VII-27
IO0 150 2 O0 250
BEARING LOAD, N
Experimental Data for Bearing Cooling Air Requirements
for Complianl Surface Bearing at 315°C
- .25
- .20
- 15
- I0
- iO5
300
°l
I:
0
._I
h
n,"
Z
--I
0
0

purpo,_e o[ obt;t[n[ng the maximum bearinK load Izurt<_rnl;mce capacity.
A test speed of 45,000 rpln was selected, which corr,,slmndL,d with lti_.
test speed used when the lnaximuin bu;lring toad was obtai.ned during
testing at room temperature. The load was incregls_.d in 8.9 N (2 l,.uild)
increments, and the bearing temperature was a[lowed to stabilize, l.'i_,ure
VII-29 is the temperature trace for this test. The test points correspond
to those tabulated in Table Vli-12. A steady state load of
1.75 x 105N/m 2 (25.4 psi) was achieved with satisfactory bearing opera-
tion. An additional load of 8.9 N (2 pounds) was then added, for
a total load of 1.80 x 105 N/m 2 (26.1 psi). The bearing supported
this load for approximately three (3) minutes before the air trim broke
down, causing a high speed rub. In Figure VII-29, test point Q
corresponds to the time the final 8.9 N (2 pound) load was added. The
sharp vertical rise in the temperature at point i_ is caused by the
bearing rub. The temperature trace shows that no significant rise in
temperature occurred prior to the rub, and thus there was no indication
of an impending breakdown in the air film,
DISCUSSION OF ELEV_kTED TEMPERATURE TEST RESULTS
Three (3) items of significant importance were determined from the ele-
vated temperature testing:
• Influence of journal surface porosity on bearing load performance'.
• Relatively low bearing cooling air r_,quirements.
• No not:iceable effects of elevated temperatures on bearJ.ng perft_rinance.
A detailed discussion of these items follows.
Effects of Bearing Journal Surface Porosity on Bearin__Q!qd Performance
During initial testing, both at room temperature and at elevated tempera-
ture, the load performance capability of the test bearing was significantly
below the capacity achieved during the film thickness measurem,,nt tests.
determined through further testing that the cause of the reduced bearing
performance was the chrome carbide coating on the test journal surface.
Plasma sprayed coatings, when finish ground, can result Jn a relatively
porous surface when L.,_mpared to a wr_mght ground steel surface, gtiliz-
Jn,_; ;l 'l'aly Surf, it was found that a qualitative comparison could be
made of journal surfaces. Figure VII-30 shows Taly Surf traces for the
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Fig. VlI-29 Typical Trace of Test Bearing Temperature
Table VIl-12
COMPLIANT BEAJlING DATA I'ROM TEST # 221"
2 2
L/D = 1; L x D = 14.6 cm (2.25 in )
Bearing Clearance = 0.0318 nm_
(0.00125 in)
Test Speed: 45,000 RPM
0
'FesL Temperature: 3[5.6 C
O
(600 !:)
Te s t
Po in t
Fi_. VII-29
©
Q
®
®
®
@
®
®
®
®
©
@
Floating Test Bearing
[lousing Bearing Coo Iing Coo Iing
Bearing Load Temp. Temp. Air 'l'emp6 Air /:low
N ib °C OF °C OF °C F k_/min [b/rain
[09.9 24.7 315.6 600 321.7 611 207.2 405 0.059 0.130
132.1 29.7 315.0 599 319.4 607 207.2 405 0.069 O.153
154.4 34.7 312.8 595 328.3 623 204.4 400 0.084 0.185
]76.6 39.7 313.9 597 328.9 624 208.3 207 0.086 0.190
]95.3 43.9 314.4 598 331.1 628 205.6 402 0.O91 0.202
204.6 46.0 313.9 597 332.2 630 203.3 398 0.091 0.202
213.5 48.0 313.3 596 332.2 b30 204.4 400 0.097 0.214
222.4 50.0 312.2 594 332.7 63[ 205.6 402 0.105 0.231
233.1 52.4 313.3 596 333.3 632 205.6 402 0.105 0.231
243.8 54.8 308.9 588 331.1 628 207.8 406 N.[09 0.240
252.7 56.8 3i2.8 595 332.7 63[ 208.8 408 O.109 0.240
261.6 58.8 - Bearing siezed after 3 minutes at thi_ l,ad condition -
:: - The purpose of this test was to determinL, the m,'_ximum load
capacity of the test bearing.
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following journal surfaces:
• Chrome carbide coating applied by plasma spray pr_coss
• Same as abow_ with dry film lubricant (llohman bl-1284) spr;,yed
over the chrome carbide, then oven cured, and burnished smuc_th
• Chrome carbide coating applied by detonation gun princess
• Wrought ground steel journal with no coating
The centerline average roughness reading is indicated on em h trace and
can also serve as another qualitative method for comparison of coating
porosity, since roughness in the journal surface is predominately caused
by depressions in the surface due to coating porosity.
The Taly Surf traces indicate that some w_ids in the coating surface are
significantly large when compared to the minimum film thickness in the
bearing. These large voids contribute in several ways to reducing
bearing load performance. Basically they tend to create a dead air volume
which will reduce the pressure generating capability of the bearing.
Tests to demonstrate the effect of journal surface porosity on load per-
formance were conducted in the following manner: utilizing the stone t_.st
bearing, two tests were conducted with all test conditions held c,mstant;
load was added to the test bearing in small increments until the bearing
capacity was reached. The bearing capacity was defined to be the load after
which any further increase in load would result in a sharp incr_,a_, in tt,.st
bearing temperature and/or a sharp decrease in rotational spet,d, l)urinF_
the first test, the test journal surface was plasma spray.d chromL, carbidt,
4 ")
and the bearing load capacity was 5.51 x 10 N/m _ (8 p._[) aL )3,(100 rpm.
The test jmlrnal surface was then coated with dry film, ow.n curt,d, mM
burnished sm_otll. This procedure partially filled in the w_id:_ in the,
chrome carbide coating, creating a denser test journal surtacL.. The te:_t
wn._ repeated and the bearing load capacity was determined to be •7.58 x 104N/m 2
(11 psi). Based tm this test, the test shaft for the high t,,mperature test-
lID' was ground undt,rsi;:e t_) remove the, chrome carbide alld tilL' ht,_lrinF diameter
ild]ustt,d to nlilint;t[ll tile ht'ilrin_,$ t!l.e;ir/ltlct,. '['t'StilD_ ;it ,.It'vat_t'd tempe, ature was
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tlwrefor¢_conductedou an uncoatedwroughtskeel ]a.rlml. I)z:ri.g init iaJ
t,_stillg ¢)f t-lw uncoatL'd [._,'s[_ jt)urll;ll ;1[ rooln t_,nlp(,r;lt(ire, ;i ](_;l(I _)l
8.02 x 104 N/m 2 (12.5 psi: was :mplmrted _t 30,000 rpm. 'l'h¢. llltlXilllliill load
capacity was not determined tit this time to _,w)id the. ri.,ik of a h'._-;h :_p_.l.d
rub and damage to the sof_ journal surface,.
Bearing Cooling Air Requirements
The experimental values obtained for the cooling air flow, shown i,_
Figure VII-27, are considered to be very conservative requir_.ments fc_r
typical compliant journal bearing applications for the following two
reasons :
• The method of supplying the cooling air to the test bearing
• The requirement to maintain the--bea_r-ia_mpe.r-a_.ure, the same as
the ambient temperature.
[
r
r
L ,
Method of supplying cooling air
Test bearing cooling air for the high temperature testing was supplied
through a flexible hose connected to the floating bearing housing at the
top. The hose was suspended by springs, as shown in Figure VII-3I, to
eliminate the influence of the hose on test bearing alignment. The
cooling air was manifolded to three (3) circumferential groo-e:' in the
floating housing which fed three (3) 2.3 mm (0.090 inch) diamet¢_r holes
in the test bearing cartridge. The cooling air entered the test bearing
at the gap in the smooth foil, between the welded and loose end, 180 °
from the load region.
This method of supplying cooling air to a journal hearing is, in most
cases, not the most efficient manner• In many applications, the cooling
air is best utilized in an arrangement which allows the cooling air to
pass axially through the bearing. A typical coeling air configuration
is shown in Figure VII-32. In this arrangement, the cooling air is
introduced at one end of the bearing into a cavity, and forced to flow
axially through the bump foil and air film to remove the heat generated
by the bearing. In the method used for tlw test program, which is us¢,d
in applications that do not incorporate seals, when the cooling air
enters at the gap in the smooth foil a significant portion travels
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Fig. ¥I1-32 Schematic Showing Altern;ttt' Hethod of Supplying Cooling Air to Bearing
axially in the gap out eachend of the bearing. The_'oolivll; t.ffc,cl ,_f
the air was gained by the rotating sh_,ft drawLng the c_n_lin_; air v';ndiatly
around tile bearing through the air film. The cooling ef_ect ira, re-'reed
with increasing speed. In ;lddition, in extreme temperature applicati_m:;
when the cooling, air enters the bearing at one radial location, tlJe
possibility exists for local thermal, distortion of the bearing .o occur
due to temperature gradients caused by the cooling glir.
In the test rig, the shaft position is fixed, and the bearing is free to
float, which is opposite to most applications of the compliant bearing,
where the bearing is fixed and the shaft is free to float. Because of
the test requirement that the bearing must be free to float, the cooling
air configuration, which forces the air to pass axially through the bump
foil and air film, could not be used without a complicated system of a
cavity with seals being incorporated on the floating bearing housing.
blaintaining be_ariDg temperature constant with ambient temperature
The second reason for considering the measured air flows ccmservntive is
the requirement that the hearing temperature be held constant and at
the same temperature being maintained on the bearing housing. This re-
quirement was self-imposed and selected for the purpose _f m.qintalning as
many test conditions as possible constant throughout the eat ire test
sequence. At a set of constant test eoqditions, the bearing temperature
will increase as the cooling air flow is reduced. Although specific tests
in this area were not conducted during this program, it [s known that the
hearing temperature will stabilize at a higher temperature with a reduced
cooling air flow. The lower the flow, the higher the temperature. Some
point will be reached, however, where more interna] heat is being generated
by the. hearing than ctm be removed by the cooling air and the bearing temp-
erature will not stabilize. When these conditions occur, local thermal
<tist_rt-ions will start to _ccur in the l_mded area, potent i;lllv rupturing
thL, air film and cau,,ing the bearing t_ steze.
!t is beliew, d that lower cooling air fl_ws may hart, hc, en .qchieved durin>_,
thvse it, sis if thL. be,_ring tumper.lture were aIlow,,d t_ st;Ibilize at a
temperature higher than the ambient temperature.
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(;o____ntLmri,_onof C otin_ l,'low._; with 'L'yp[cal Gas Turbine l.;nj_Jne l.'low._
The be,'tr[ng coolJ.n++ ,:l[r ftow_ tm.:,*tstlrcd, con:+ervatiVe as th,._*_ arL.,, sti 1[
represent insignificant flows when compared to typical tot.a t gas t-urb[tm
engine flows. The dc:qign flow for the Chrysler/ERDA Upgraded Autumotivc,
{;as Turbine is approximately 22.4 kg/min (50 Ibm/rain) at 45,000 rpm. The
maximum steady state foil bearing toad anticS, pared fol this condition
Js III,2 N (25 pmmds). Using the curet of FiF.,trc VIT-27, tlw c_m] in_
air flow required based on the experlmental test dataj would be approx-
imately 0 .06 kg/min (O.[3 ibm/min) or 0.26 percent of the tote! engine
f low.
Effects of Itigh._em__anerature on Load Performance
Throughout the elevated temperature test-irng there were no indications
that, if thermal distortions were occurring, they were affecting bear-
ing performance. The maximum steady-state load capacity obtained during
these tests was L.75 x 105 N/m 2 (25.4 psi), which was approximately
1.38 x 104 N/m 2 (2 psi) more than obtained during testing at room temper-
ature. Some of the additional capacity obtained may be attributed to
the increase in air viscosity at the higher temperature, but is more
likely caused by a combination of small dlfferences between the two
tests, i.e., variations in the two test bearings and journals, dynamic
shaft motion, and rest conditions.
The testing was positive in showing, however, that the bearing performance
was not degraded by possible thermal distortions occurring at the elevated
temperatures. Although test Journal temperatures were not measured, an
axial thermal grodient along the journal existed due to tt_e extensive
oil and water cooling of the test end support ball bearing. Thermal dis-
tortion of the bump foil, smooth foi±, and/or bearing housing was also
considered a possible lector in limiting the bearing performance at
elevated temperatures. No measurements could be obtained to determine
the extent of distortion, however; again the effect on performance was
insignificant due to the combination of bearing compliance a_d bearing
cooling air llmit]r:g the distortion.
1O2
BEARING lIFT OFF SPEED
The lift off speed of a self-acting beariDg is the speed required to
generate a hydrodynamic air film capable of supporting the dead weight
load on the bearing. The lift off speed was obtained by displaying
on a high speed chart recorder, the conditioned signal from one capaci-
tance probe used in the friction torque system and the conditioned slgnai
from the speed sensor. During the start cycle, prior to the lift off
speed being reached, the frictional drag of the bearing is significantly
higher than the frictional torque after lift off occurs. The lift off
speed is defined as uhe speed at which the frictional torque decreased
sharply. Figure VII-33 shows a typical trace with the method for obtain-
ing lift off speed illustrated. Table VII-12 lists lift off speeds
obtained with the various dead weight loads on the bearing.
[
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TABLE VII - 13
TABULATED DATA FROM LIFT OFF SPEED TEST
L/D = I; L x D = 14.6 cm 2 (2.25 in 2)
Bearing Clearance: C as indicated
Test Speed: As indicated
Test Temperature. Room Ambient
Bearing Load
N pounds
4.4 1
18.9 4.25
27.8 6.25
36.7 8.25
45.6 i0 _2_
Lift Off Speed, RPM
C = 0.057_=n C = 0.0318 n_n
(0.00225 in) (0.00125 ,in)
2400 2100
3600 2400
3900 2600
4200 3000
4600 3300
I05
BEARING FRICTIONAL POWER LOSS
Frictional power loss measurements were to be obtained utilizing two
restraining flexures and the loading parallelogram as shown in Figure
IV-i. The principle consideration in designing the torque measurement
system was to have a system in which the dead weight load would always
pass through the bearing centerline. If this was achieved, no error
moment would be introduced into the system and the measurements would
be accurate. The loading parallelogram was designed to ensure no error
moment would be introduced; however, when testing was initiated it was
apparent that the system was producing an error mement of significant
value when compared to the very low bearing frictional torque losses.
An alternate and preferred method considered for applying the dead
weight load was to utilize a hydrostatic gas bearing. Although it was
felt that this method would produce accurate bearing frictional power loss
data_ it was not feasible to incorporate a hydrostatic gas bearing into
the test rig design without a very complicated design for the brush and
slip ring assembly. In addition, this system would have had its own in-
herent problems when ,perated at the elevated test =emperatures.
The existing computer program predicts the bearing frictional power loss
based on the film thickness calculated at a finite number of points around
the bearing. Calculated frictional power loss for the test bearing at
60,000 rpm and 1.53 x 105 N/m 2 (22.2 psi) bearing load is 70 watts
(0.094 llp), which is less than n.l percent of the hors=power rating of
the Chrysler/ERDA Upgraded Automotive Gas Turbine Engine.
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4VIII. ANALYSIS OF FILM THICKNESS TEST DATA
An objective of the test program was to obtain experimental data that could
be used to correct the film thickness values obtained from the one-dimensional
(infinitely-long) compliant foil bearing theory discussed in Section Ii of
this report. An end leakage correction factor was sought which would give
good agreement between the analytical bearing @erformance (infinitely long
solution corrected for finiteness) and the experimentally obtained bearing
performance. The solution of the one-dimensional foil bearing expression
was modified, to include the effects of finiteness assuming a solution of the
form:
(,9',:,)= T_ (0') + x(9') N (n) (i)
where: - PH, corrected dimensionless pressure solution
P - -P---dimensionless pressure solution
p '
a
h
H - C ' dimensionless film thickness
p - Actual gas film pressure, atmosphere (psia)
P - Ambient pressure, atmosphere (psia)
a
0'- Angular displacement measured from line of centers in direction
of journal rotation, radians
rl - z , coordinate along bearing axis, dimensionless
z - Actual distance along bearing axis, mm (inch)
L - I,ength of bearing, mm (inch)
M - is a function of O' only
N - is a function of n only
The functions M and N are sought which degrade the pressure dlstri _ution to
obtain an approximate I'lnite bearing solution. These functions wt, re not
obtained due to the high non-linearities introduced into Reynolds Equation
by the compliant effects of the smooth and bump foils.
A second attempt to derive an end leakage ('orrectJon factor was made using
the experimental data. A functional re!-,tionshlp was sought of the form:
K' = f(_, A, _, y) (2)
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Where +_ = load capacity p LD dim.
a 6;JU R
A = compressibility number ___o dim.
C2p
B
[3 = ratio /_- dim.
=B bump compliance ....
6_U RS
O
KBC3
S = bump pitch
K B = unit bump stiffness
d it]_.
= aspect ratio (L/D) dim.
a I .a 2 • a 4
then K' e a° g _, _a3 ", (3)
where K' = i -_t_mj__+++_t:u::,.l...tl rain tlmoretieal)
and h rain A = CK' -_" -- '17 (4)
The exponents in equation 3 were determined by curve fitting the ratio of
tho exper[me.tally obtained to the theoretical film thickness _tsing a |east
squares algorithm and then taking tim log on both sides of tht _ equation to
tinearize it. A Causs elimination routine was then employed to solve for
the ,+'xponents in the relationship. The expression was used to correlate
aJl the d_ita.
TI'_' oxpression obtain_.,d could reproducL., some experimental minimum film thick-
nes:+ v,llllt'S from tho computer predicted V;l]ues wiLh re,'l.'4Oll,'ll0]o acc.ur,tcy I-(_F
the L.:<act Lust bearing configuration. Ih)wever, when slight (;h,:lllgeS w('rt.' !!l;lde
t_ ;,ny of the bearing par;imeters, such as L/D ratio, bump compliance, diameter,
_r c luar.m,.p, the corrocted minimum film thickness values obtained from the
c,.,mputcr predicted villut's using the derived expression were not reasonable.
It should be not_,d that the one-dimensional compliant foil bearinF theory
ust.d in the computer program contains assumptions that have not yet been shown
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!experimentally to be correct. As wan discussed previ.usly in Set'ti.n VI, il
a bearing with an L/I) ratio of 2 or 3 could be tested In tile proper spt't'd gllld
load range, some of the assumptions in the theory could be changed t_J helle,"
approximate the actual behavior of the bearing.
Figures VIII-1 through VIii-6 show in dimensionless form ;it a specific speed
and bearing clearance the minim,.m film thickness values at various loads for
bearings with an L/D = =, L/D=I, and L/D = 1/2. The curve for the L/D = °'
bearing is obtained from the computer program using the exis¢ing foil bearing
theory. The curves for the L/D = 1 and L/D = 1/2 bearings are drawn fr<_m the
test data obtained in this program.
It is recognized that these curves were generated from data obtaint,d frc_m a
single bearing design with relatively limited testing at specific speeds and
leeds, and thus should be used only as guides in designing b_,arii_,_, -, with
design parameters different from the tested bearing, ttowew,'r, i', should also
be recognized that these curves are unique and were generated utilizing a
direct measurement of the film thickness va]ue and profile. It is also re-
emphasized at this point that the experimental film thickness va]ues usL.d
to plot the curves contained in this report ark film thickness values obt_lin<.d
at the bearing centerline. As discussed earlier in Section V_I, the center_ine
film thickness value was used based on the major load support capability
being contained in the center region of the bearing. Smaller film thickm,ss
values were measured near tht, bearinR edge. The computer prc_gram predi,.ts
a constant film thicknt_ss wllue axially across the beart_.
In each figure the two curves representing the experimental data for the
L/D = 1 and L/D = 1/2 test bearings are very similiar in shape and trends.
Since all bearing and test parameters, except the L/D ratio, were held constant
for the two test bearingsj the difference in film thickness values at a constant
unit load is due only to end-leakage effects which are significantJy greater
fo_ the shccter bearing. An approximate value for use in degrading the min-
imum t_im thickness value of an L/D = 1/2 bearing in the size and conliguration
,_l the proKram test bearing; is 50 percent ,f the film thickness wllue of an
I,/D ,: I bearing,. Again iL should bt, recognized that this ,I,,7,.,,I.,I i,,, I.,,1,,, i:_
based on the limited testing perlormed in this program.
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Figure Vlil-7 is a plot :'imilar to thos_ being discussed for a rigid surJaee
plJin sJeeve bearing. The curves were generated solely from Ralmandi's analytical
r,_sults presented in Reference { _]. In Ehe very limited band of unit loadln_.
between 0.] and 0.3, a ro,lgh approximate degradation of the L/D = I/2 film rhi,l -
hess value to the L/D = I value is 50 percent. This comparison [s not intL,ndL,d
to correJate foil bearing te=_L data with ri$id bearing analytical data, but
rather Js presented only to show that the experimentally derived d..gY,_d.iii,m
facLor has a reasonable value,
E×amfining the plot:s for the compliant surface bearing reveals significant dLf-
fercnc,,s in the shape of the curves for the two L/D bearings tested and the
L/D = _= bearing, especially at the lightly loaded conditions. The primary
hmin
difference is that the experimental curves do not originate at --_-= 1 at
zero unit loading.
The predicted L/D = o_ curve in each of tim six plots exhibits the s_me shape
and trend as similar plots for any rigid hydrodynamic bearing. This can be
readily observed by comparing the curves of Figure VIII-7 with the i./l)....
curves in Figures V[II-I through VIII_-O.
Although no test data was obtained at zero load, which would require an
upward load to eliminate the weight of the floating housing, it can be stated
with certainty that at zero load, hmin = 1 would NOT have occ_Lrrcd. This
£
condition can only occur in a compliant bearing if both the bump foil and
smooth foil are formed exactly to the proper diameters and are firmly
seated against the bearing housing and each o_her. In addition, the bear-
ing clearance must be known to the same accuracy as the film thickness values.
In an actual bearing neither of the two conditions can be satisfied. The
present analysis assumes these two conditions exist; hence, this is one reason
for the significant difference at light loads between predicted and experimen-
tal film thickness values. The shape of the predicted and experimental curves
|,'ild Lo I_L',otllt' tlh_r¢' '4illli];ll" ;IS b('_lrin_; t(1;ld [n('rk,;Ises.
I1_ _xp_ml, d t l,,I ,,_ l,olh th_ pr_,di_ led _lmI _×p_rimcmt_l film thicklw_s pr,_tilc
.ir,,Hild till' b,',tl !m:, _'_II_V,'U iI_ l.'i_.,urt., ',.'1 1 l-S, ,'l [,.,,r:; .lnot. hcr p_'_:_Hibl,,, P.'.:t',l;m:ll ion
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a.s [o wily the u,xpL,rimelltal curw.s diff_,r fr¢_ln the, prL,d[ct_,d curw,:;. 'Ill(. I illn
prufile predicted Is ;i symmetric'a] ¢'urw, wht.rt, thL. rt.l;i_n of IllJIl[llIIlllIil,i
thickness is finit_. 'l'h_,region of minimum fiJm thiL'knl,s._ wh[t:h act'mmt._; I_r
the majority of load support does m_t im:rease subst:ulti;|l ly with inc'rv;|siiw.
I_ad over the load range e×amined, therefore causing rapid cham,_es in iI_e
minimum film thickness value with increased load. 'l'h_, experimentally ohL,,ined
profile, however, contains a regioll ¢:f minimum film thickness _ver a sub-
stanti.al portion of the bearing. As load is i.ncrl_as_,d, the minimum film
thickness region, or main load support region, incr_,,'lses becaus_ of the'
beating's compliance _tnd c_-fi-f¢irmity r_,sulting in less of a chancre in minimum
film thickness wllue for each _.hange in load.
it was not the •intent of this program to corrc, ct the existing one-dim_,ns[om_l
analysis and computer program based on tent data, but rather to establish
guides for correcting minimum film thickness values obtained from the present
computer program for an L/D .....bearing for end leakage effects. Since the
L/D = _= curve is significantly different compared to the L/D = 1 and L/D = 1/2
curves, it is hard to establish a general degradation factor for the complete
load range. At a unit loading of 0.8, which represents approximately one-half
the load capacity of the L/D -- 1 test bearing, the minimum film thickness
value of an L/D = ] bearing is approximately 50 percent of the computer pre-
dicted minimum film thickness value for an L/D .... bearing. A degradation
factor based on a specific speed and clearance for a bearing similar to the
program test bearing can be obtained by using the graphs of Figures VIII-I
through VIII-6. Again, it is reeogni'_ed that these graphs are based on
l_mited test data for a specific bearing design, but it does offer an approx-
imate correction for side leakage•effects in the conpliant bearing.
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iX. CONCLUSIONS AND ItECOF_IENDATIONS
A 38.1 ram (1.50 inch) diameter Hydresil compliant surface journal bearing
was designed using an existing computer program and the bearing per-
formance characteristics calculated• The bearing was then exLunsivu|y
tested at speeds up to 60,000 rpm and loads up to 1.75 x [05 N/m 2
(25.4 psi) to determine experimentally tile hearing's performance chara¢Ler-
istics both at room temperature and 315°C (600°F). A measurement system
for obtaining direct film thickness measurements which utilized a mc_d!fied
capacitance proximity probe system mounted in a high speed journal was
designed and fabricated for the test program. Accurate film thickness
profiles and minimum values were obtained at room temperature for L/D=I
and L/D=1/2 test bearings at two clearances each for various speeds and
loads. Testing was conducted at 315°C (600°F) on the L/D=1 test bearing,
and bearing cooling air requirements and load performance capacity were
determined.
The Hydresil Compliant Surface Air l,ubricated Journal Bearing successfully
demonstrated performance characteristics that can fulfill _he requirements
of present and proposed automotive gas turbine engines. The load perform-
ance demonstrated at boLh room temperature and 315°C (600°F) ambient and
bearing temperature represents a significant advancement for compliant
surface bearings.
SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS
Following is a list of specific conclusions relating to the compliant
surface journal bearing. These conclusions are substaptiated by the test
results documented in Section Vll.
•b.n,AnaJ. J_7',__ri t3.,.;" J_o;,,l f:/!l'_".: i tv P,,r_l_.orm_,_n_.,i
- im 2A ul_l::imum ,steady state load of 1.75 x i0 _ N (25.4 psi.) was succes,_,_ullv
._upp_rted at 45,000 RPbl at a bearing temperature of 315°( l (bOO°F). This
",:apm,'itv is considered ,_uiflcient for use i.n present and proposed automotive
};/IS tlll'l_i.nu en)',i.nes.
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Influence of L/D Ratio on Minimum Film Thickness
Tile minimum film thickness value was found to significantly decrease at
consLant speed and load conditions as the L/D ratio decreased. The com-
puter predicted minimum fJ]m thLakness value for an L/D ....bearing was
found to decrease by 50 percent for an L/D=1 bearing and 75 percent for
an L/D=1/2 bearing in a typical load range for the test bearing due to the
end leakage effects occuring in a bearing of finite length. These de-
gradation factors are of the same order as values ior rigid surface bearings.
Influence of Bearing Fabrication Accuracy on Load Performance
The assembled compliant surface bearing when built on a small volume basis
without production type tooling presents a quality control problem when
maximum bearing performance is sought. Close visual inspection of the
completed bearing provides the best check on the bearing as the flexible
foils do not allow precise measurement checks to be made. Improper bearing
conformity was shown to influence Lhe film thickness profile and reduce
bearing performance. Proper tooling and large volume manufacturing techniques
should eliminate this probiem. ...................................
Bearing Journal Surface Porosity
The effect of bearing journal surface porosity was determined ex_erimentally
to be a significant factor on bearing load performance. The maximum bearing
capacity was obtained using a wrought ground steel journal which had essentially
no porosity. The porosity of plasma sprayed chrome carbide coatings, v.,!_i_h
are currently being used on journal surfaces to obtain good wear properties at
high temperatures_ were found to degrade the hydrodynamic pressure field.
Denser coatings which can be obtained by applying Lhe chrome carbide by methods
oti_er than plasma spray offer a compromise solution.
l_%!r !,_,v (:p,d h!___:_,.i r t_?!!, ir,,,,,_,,n t_.
iile cooling air r,,quired by the compliant suriace bearing to removt, the se]l-
_;cnt, rat_d heat was shown to be a very sp,la]l portion ol the total air flow oI
tvl, i,al turb_machiucrv ut ilizing th,, bL,arin>;. Cooling ;lir rt, quirements p,,r
l;_:,11-[I1_ ¢'I _IS lOW a:_ _lpFroxil::_lteJy 0.2:._ p,-rct, Ilt of t_tal_ engine fJt_w call be
cxp,'cttM.
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!Effects of Thermal Disto.'tion on Bearin_ Performance
W11i].e no attempts were made to deliberately introduce thermal distortions into
the tests_ the load performance capacity of the test bearing was experimentally
shown not to have been reduced by operating at a temperature of 315°C (600°F)
where thermal distortions might be anticipated. A combination of the, bc'ar-
ings compliant characteristics and the cooling air supplit,d ttJ the bearing;
allowed the hearing to successfully opt,rate at the elevated temperatures.
R ECOI _MENDAT ION S
The following recommendations are made based on the results of the work per-
formed in this program.
Cont[nued Techno] o_)5. Adwlncement
Further testing should be conducted on a .iournal bearin G of 1,/D of 2 or 3 using
the film thickness measurement techniques develope:l in this program. Vse of the
longer bearing wil [ more closely approximate tilt, model of th,' current <_nt,-dimell-
siona[ analysis and allow the assumptions now in the analysis it, bt, vt, ril it,d ;ttld
corrected if re:_aired. These asstlnlptions int']lldt: ilmollg others tht, illfltlell{'e of
foil seating ana the use of a meaningful bearing clearance. After the infinite
length bearing is correctly modeled, the analysis can be exteqded possibly by
finite element bearing analysis to accurately represent a bearing of finite length
for ttse in correctly predicting the li_lite length bearing performance characteris-
tics. The test me;lsurelnent techniques developed should be utilized f_r investi-
gation of the infltu,nce of foil bearing design parameters in order to optimize
bt,aring dr, sign.
,_Ldt_t!_!_al .D:,rn_L!. j%-Lrin__fr,',,'t:s
ll}l" I1!_,' ill Vt'Fil V[llJ_ .t {'{_ITlp]t*tt' >;t,l c_[ dt'_i);ll t'llilrt_. VIIT[(),I!; d,,.qi),,Ii ch,iFilc-
t,,r{sti_:s a_M hi_,,t_'r t_,st sVet,ds sh_nlld b,' t,v;lluat_,d b,mwd ,,. ,_nt i_ip,_t_'d
rc.quirwmt,nt,q l,_r tht, ;Jdva_l_ed ,|tttom{_tiw' }_il.q [llrbille _'ll)_ille, l'estin>, c_m-
pli,mt surl-m't' b_,,tl'iill_;s ol otht, r d_,si_,ns, s,_.h ;is the, t_,nsi,m f_,i} and
c,mt J levt_rt,d b,,,lm, v_[l(_|tld ,tls() t)t, c()ndu(t_,d ill th,' _am,' t,,_l t,quipnu,nl
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A programsimilar t_ the, one.rL,ported here is r<_c'_mm<,uded f,_r ,'_ml>liant
surfaces thrust b¢,arh_gs.
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AI'PI,;NDIX A
FABRICATION OF TIlE F1LM TIIICKNESS SENSOR
A]] compclnents for tile rotating sensors end slip rin_- assembl it, s, with the
exception of tile commercially purchased metal fiber brushes, were designed,
fabricated and assembled by the Instruments (;roup at _I'i. Two test shafts
were instrumented; one for film thickness measurements and one for film
pressure measurements. Two similar probes were installed in each journal
surface 90 ° out of phase with a s].ip ring assembly at each end of the shaft
al]owing for shnultaneous reading of both probes, l"[gure V-I silows the
actual probe and Figure V-Z slmws the installation. A detailed cross-
section of the film thickness sensor is shown in Figure A-1.
A major consideration in tile design of tile sensors was to minimize the effect
of speed on tile mechanical shifting (zero shift) c_f the st,nsor in the shaft.
To achieve this, the capacitance probes were constructed to provide high
axial stiffness and stability under varying radial loads. At ()O,(JO0 RPM
the radial load on the center electrode was calculated to be 22.7 kilograms
(50 pounds). An experiment conducted on a completed probe using a special
fixture showed that the center electrode would displace approximately
2.79 x I0 -4 mm/kg (5 x lO-6in./lb) of load. Under 11,11 speed loadint., tile
center electrode will displace 6.35 x lO-3mm (2.5 x lO-4inch). This dis-
pl:icement is due to compression of two st, parate .1 mm (.004 inch) thief layers
of mineral fi]led epoxy resin.
'It) reduce the effect of speed Oil zt, Po shift, ;tlld t_ obt_lin ;t l,_s tire
eluctric;ll Ctlllllt,ctJ()li_ jacks wc'rt. _l<;t,d ill pr_'lt_;id file pl'_,llu ;t.<;semblv. Tile
vt,ntt, r of grilvity of tile jack was !_m;ltc, d hi, low the .]ournal ;ixia] cuntt, rl lilt'
(with rt,:qmci, l,i tilt, probe) whicil tended to redu-:t, the prt. loiid ;it hlFh
._l>eeds l't,stlit[ll I, ill ;i fairly ttOll,'it;int prt'ssllI'e on the probe supp(irt lilce
ovi,r tin, splu,d t;iill_,t,, h spt,vi_ll #6-40 ,_ict'i,w ill tilt, .},lck was u._i'd to :lpplv
{)q kFJll t ltO pl_und,-_) of I)reload to tile probl,. ThL, i.lck sl'rt,w c(inllt, ctilP cllll-
t.n'ted tll,' .qli:llt bc,rL thrcull.,h ,'l ,_tt,t.1 bill1.
FiFurc ,\-2 :;ll_lt,,,:i lht, v_lmpll,tl, in_l;lll;it i_m ct,n._iistinl; of ([,,ft-to-riF, ht):
• I]iid ::hi,,ld wilh :;lip Pill);; l,t_illlc, c[ i_ul frlun :l 1,irt,,t, ll) ;i iillill,illirt,
,._;ixl,il iI_it,; i'lllllll,(.llir |l) l)r_bt , .
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!• Probes (2)
• Jacks (2)
• Connector to probe; miniature coaxial cable; connection to large
coaxial cable; slip ring,
Both channels of instrumentation were identical in their layout and dimensions,
except for the length of the large coaxial cable. Figures A-3 and A-4 show
the actual hardware.
The film thickness sensor was a 3.25 mm (.128 inch) diameter capacitance
probe with a maximum range of .127 mm (.005 inch). Figure A-I shows a
detailed cross section of the sensor. The center electrode and guard elec-
trode were made of 400 series stainless steel. The outside of the center
electrode was coated with Ecobond 104 Epoxy containing an aluminum oxide
filler. The epoxy coating was machined to give a light interferepce fit with
the inside of the guard electrode. The final thickness of the epoxy layer
was approximately .i mm (.004 inch). The outside of the guard electrode
received a similar--_reatment. The fit of the assembled probe into the
shaft was line on line to slightly loose.
The sensors were initially installed in the shaft with the probe tip above the
journal surface. The journal surface was masked and the probe t_p lapped to
conform to the shaft radius. '[he sensors were then removed, and the shim
between the guard electrode and shaft increased in thickness so that when
the sensors were reinstalled in the shaft the probe tip was approximately
.038 mm (.0015 inch) below the journal surface. The probe tips were recessed
to protect the tip surface during starts and stops and in the event of a high
speed rub.
The connector was fabricated from the same stainless steel material as the
probe assembly. The center conductor of the miniature coaxial cable was
brazed to a desk that made the connection to the center electrode. The
disk was insulated from the rest of the connector by a layer of epoxy. The
:d_i_'ld of the taoaxia), cahlc was brazed to the com_t, ctol- which fitted in-
sidt, tilt, +,ui|rd t, lt,ctrode. A sprin+_, t'lip m_lde ol- crupper [llStlrt, d a good
vlectrt,'a| ,',uule,'t [tu_ t.ctwcetl the connector and the gtldl+d electrode.
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The miniature coaxial cable was connected to the large coaxial cable utilizing
a special adapter. The center conductors were spot welded and the shLelds
brazod as shown in Figure A-5. The long coaxla[ cable received bands of
epoxy approximately 12.7 mm (.5 inch) wide spaced ]gmm (.75 inch). These
epoxy bands were then machined to obtain a line fit with the bore in which
the cable was to be installed. After both large coaxial cables were installed
in the shaft and connected they were potted in place with epoxy. The
coaxial cable at each end was then machined to receive the gold plated brass
slip ring which made the guard electrode connection, and the "button" tip
which made the center electrode connection. Also shown in Figure A-5.
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APPENDIX B
FABRICATION OF BRUStl AND SI,]P RING ASSEMBI.Y
.....................................................
A detailed cross section of the brush and slip ring ,'iss_mbly is slmwn in
Figure V-2. The use of a capacitance system required a completely
shielded sli_ ring assembly which was designed and fabricated at MTI for
this program. The high shaft speed required the slip ring size to be as
small as practical in order that the surface velocity be kept at a reasonable
level. At the 60,000 RPM speed condition the surface velocity of the slip
ring was 9.96 m/sec (32.7 ft/sec). A hard gold wire brush running on a hard
gold plated brass slip ring provided the circuit for the guard electrode. A
silver graphite brush against a silver alloy "button" completed the center
electrode circuit. Both circuits terminated in a regular coaxial cable
micro-dot connector.
The coaxial cable which protruded from each end of the test shaft was
prepared to accept the slip ring and "button" by machining the outer shield
and inner conductor concentric with the support ball bearing surfaces. The
brass slip ring sleeve, which was plated with a .025 mm (.001 inch) thick
coating of a hard gold alloy, was a light press fit onto the outer diameter
of the shield of the coaxial cable. The silver button was a light press fit
onto the center conductor. When the shaft was assembled and rotated on its
support ball bearings the total indicated ru_out at the sl i,_ ring surface was
less than .005 mm (.0002 inch).
The brush housings were doweled to the test rig after the instrumented shaft
was installed to ensure the housings were centered around the slip rings.
Two metal-fiber brushes supplied by the Wendon Company were used in each
brush housing. The brushes were threaded into a piw_t arrangement which
enabled the brushes to be rotated in and out of contact with the slip rings
and also allowed for the adjustment of brush pressure. The er:tire brush
housing was at the guard electrode potential which required the housing to
be el.ectrical, ly insulated from ground.
The silver graphite brush was spring loaded against the "button" on the
center conductor. A special connector was ,sed to make the connection to the
center terminal of the micro-dot connect_,r. The brush, spring and connector
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were electrically insulated from the rest of the brusl_-ho_Ing.
Figure B-I shows the brush housing and internal components.
During initial tests, the slip rings and metal fiber brushes were exhibiting
excessive wear. To reduce the wear rate a system of lever arms with magnetic
stops was devised to allow the brushes to be conveniently lifted from the
slip rings while the shaft was running but when no test data was being ob-
tained. A counter weight at one end of the lever arm held the brushes off
the slip rings. A magnet at the opposite end of the lever arm would hold
the brushes in a preset position on the slip ring to allow test data to
be obtained. This system greatly reduced the wear rate of the brushes and
slip rings.
Figure B-2 shows the brush housing installed at the test end.
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